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Welcome
to issue 47
Our November edition is packed full of news including a feature on
Asphalt and Concrete. Both important sectors of the industry, next year
will see more coverage on both these subjects in the magazine and
companies are invited to forward their project stories for inclusion. Next
year will also see the HUB celebrating its 50th edition in May, this
bumper issue will also include an extensive Hillhead preview and the
HUB team welcome all to our stand in the pavilion to join us in our
celebrations.

2018 will also be our second trip to Ireland to report on the leading
companies involved in the supply of equipment to the Quarrying and
Recycling industries. Our last trip in 2016 was very successful and
demand has been high for this to become a regular bi-ennial feature in
the magazine. The feature will appear in the November edition.

Lastly the team at HUB will like to wish all a very happy Christmas and
New Year. Thank you for your support. 

John Edwards
Editor
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Two recent additions to
the Liebherr concrete
production cast
Liebherr provides concrete
technology for the production of
ready mixed concrete and to supply
prefabricated or pre-cast concrete
element production plants.
Providing concrete production
solutions from the smallest site to
major construction projects, the
company develops and
manufactures mixing plants,
including mobile mixing plants,
truck mixers and concrete pumps.
Its range also includes other
related products including
conveyor belts for truck mixers and
plant control systems. Liebherr’s
concrete mixing plants are in use
worldwide.

Basic elements of mixing
plant are positioned on a

supporting platform that is
transported as a whole on

a flatbed truck.
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New stackable silo feature for Liebherr
mixing plant 

Liebherr’s Mobilmix 2.5 concrete mixing plant was unveiled
at bauma 2016 and offers especially flexible operation
because it is easy to transport and has a fast installation
time. The Mobilmix 2.5-F is characterised by its folding
mechanism and integrated assembly components including
steel foundations, control plus mixer and weighing
platforms. 

The Mobilmix 2.5-F is equipped with a state-of-the-art
twin shaft mixer, a new generation of Liebherr twin shaft
mixer that has been completely reworked and with which
the plant achieves a theoretical output of up to 115 m³/h.  

Other highlights of this plant are the steel fibre dosage in
the area of the elevator truck, the increased cement silo
for optimal material flow due to a small gradient in the
angle of the feed screw and hot air / hot water heating
for concrete production in winter.

But there is now another brand new feature of the
Mobilmix 2.5-F mixing plant that makes it an even more
attractive proposition for construction projects: stackable
silos. With its stackable silos, the Mobilmix 2.5-F not only
benefits from fast set-up times but also from a small
footprint. This means that the Mobilmix 2.5-F can be
used in locations that would not previously have been
possible due to a lack of available space. This widens the
range of construction projects for which the Mobilmix
2.5-F is a viable option.

Liebherr’s new generation of truck mixers
with online configuration tool 

In January Liebherr began sales of its new truck mixer
generation 05 and delivery has now begun with the most
popular model, the HTM 905. 

LICRO 500, an extremely wear-resistant special steel
manufactured exclusively for Liebherr, is used for the entire

drum and increases service life. The drum’s empty weight
has been reduced by up to 300 kg compared to its
predecessors, which benefits the payload. Edges prone to
accumulating dirt have been replaced by smooth surfaces
to make cleaning easier. The optional Litronic-EMC drum
controller controls the diesel engine speed according to
need when loading and unloading and the constant speed
drive prevents unnecessary drum revolutions in transit with
resultant fuel savings and reduced wear.

An innovative platform concept allows accessories to be
installed in a range of positions. This flexible platform
design creates many possibilities with more options and
accessories to come. All control elements for the new truck
mixer generation have been configured to optimise user-
friendliness. The concrete transfer chute can be completely
swung out to the side without projecting beyond the outer
dimensions on the side of the vehicle. This is beneficial for
emptying into large concrete buckets and improves access
for cleaning. To improve the flow angle when transferring
concrete, the transfer chute has been offset by around 120
mm upwards. The new chute brake can be locked to the
slewing chute quickly and securely with one hand
movement. The side storage point for the extension chutes
has been lowered to make removal easier. A new ladder

platform
provides more
space and the
extension ladder
is made of
aluminium,
making it lighter
and easier to
operate. An
optional
operator roof at
the rear of the
truck mixer
protects the
driver from the
elements.

New angled
steps and an
enlarged
platform make it
easier to work
on the upper
vehicle rear. The
railings have a
larger diameter
for improved

grip and safety is further increased by the optional Litronic-
EMC drum controller: it prevents operating errors such as
sudden changes in rotation direction. The rear control unit
can be switched off during transit to prevent unauthorised
individuals starting the machinery and the water capacity
in the mixing drum has been increased to prevent the
drum's contents spilling.

Prospective customers can use an online configuration tool
to put together their own HTM 905 choosing between
normal or lightweight construction, selecting option
packages, specifying accessories and deciding on
paintwork. During all configuration steps possible payload
in m³ of concrete is calculated live and the customer can
see how their truck mixer would look from different angles.
Individually created configurations can be saved or
requested directly. The configuration tool is available at:
www.truck-mixer-configurator.com.

www.hub-4.com/directory/504

The spacious
container with MPS
microprocessor
control system is also
integrated into this
module.
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Ecohog have recently launched the HogMag
Eddy Current Separator range with onboard EH-
81 AirHog suction system. The combination of
these technologies is new to the market and
there is a patent pending GB1709944.1 on this
separation technique. 

The THM ECS-2000 with onboard EH-81 Airhog is a 4 way split
unit capable of processing up to 40TPH, removing superlight
contaminants, recovering the ferrous and non ferrous metals
and the residual product.

The AirHog EH-81 suction system is designed for the removal
of low value light weight fractions such as paper, plastics and
foil from applications including compost, wood and various
other waste streams. The AirHog EH-81 incorporates a
frequency controlled heavy duty fan, air hose and extraction
hood. The extraction hood is positioned over the ECS belt were
the light weight material is blown through the extraction hood
into a detachable sock or bin and the remaining higher density

material continues to pass on the conveyor to the required
resting place.

This particular unit is currently operational in Waste Wood
recycling enabling our customer’s to maximise their production
capacity in the volume of recycled wood produced whilst
removing superlight plastic contaminants. The removal of the
superlight plastic contaminants adds value to their process by
eliminating damage that can be caused to biomass burners
and the harmful gases released are minimised. Our customers
now confirm that they have the best quality material in
Northern Europe.

For further information on our product range please contact
Ecohog on 02880761295 or visit
www.ecohogwindshifters.com or to view this unit in operation
log on to Ecohog Youtube Channel:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=50yp6hbeANs

New Ecohog Hogmag and Airhog
Technology protects biomass burner’s.

www.hub-4.com/directory/2260
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Blue Group Appoint Adrian Murphy as CEO

www.hub-4.com/directory/17000

Blue Group, a supplier of
world leading material
handling equipment for
a wide range of industry
sectors have announced
the appointment of
Adrian Murphy as Group
CEO.

Working closely with the four owner
Directors, Adrian will initially look to
bring increased coordination across the
various businesses within the Group as
well as develop a strong growth
strategy.  2016 was another record year
for Blue in terms of sales, with a
combined turnover in excess of £100M,
putting the business in a strong position
for continued expansion.

Adrian has previously worked in a
number of senior leadership positions in
the capital equipment market, most
recently as CEO of Hewden, but also as
Chief Operating Officer of Speedy and
MD of Hilti for the UK and Ireland. He

also has service and manufacturing
experience both domestically and
internationally.

Having been in the role from September
1st Adrian is quickly learning the ropes,
commenting, “The first few weeks have
been a sharp learning curve, but what
has been clear from the beginning is the
customer focused ethos of the business.
For example, we have recently
implemented new service software,
which will help make our engineers and
service departments more efficient
through improved information transfer.
We are also rolling out the SAP business
system across the various Group offices,
again to ensure more coordination to
ultimately help us support our customers
better”

Blue Group supply world leading
equipment brands such as Powerscreen,
Doppstadt and Terex Fuchs across the
UK and Ireland.  The business has eight
strategically located offices throughout

the territory, supplying capital
equipment as well as spare parts via its
dedicated facility in Warrington,
Cheshire. Adrian will assume
responsibilities across all offices,
strategically developing the company’s
product portfolio and service package in
order to further support Blue’s loyal
customer base.

Commenting on the appointment Group
Chairman and co-owner Pat McGeary
commented,“This is a really exciting
time for Blue Group as we look to the
next stage in our development. The
appointment of Adrian is a signal of our
ambition to grow and develop the
business to another level and we would
like to welcome Adrian to our Board“.
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Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions congratulates
FCC Environmental Services with the
prestigious NWRA award for the Best Recycling
Facility of the Year 2017 in North America. The
National Waste & Recycling Association
(NWRA) has selected FCC’s materials recycling
facility (MRF) in Dallas as the Best Recycling
Facility of the Year 2017 in North America. This
award recognizes the facility that demonstrates
leadership in key measurements, such as
innovation, quantity of materials collected
and/or processed, types of materials recovered,
site improvements and sustainability measures
adopted. 

Recognition 

“We are delighted that FCC Environmental Services won this
prestigious award for the Dallas MRF, designed and build by
Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions and Van Dyk Recycling
Solutions (North America’s exclusive distributor of Bollegraaf
Recycling Solutions and Lubo Systems)” says Edmund
Tenfelde, CEO of Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions. 

“Bollegraaf Recycling Solution is a company that provides
high added value, and the best client experience based on
more than 56 years of experience. We export our know-how,
our consolidated experience and a large portfolio of
references worldwide. As one of the world’s leading system
integrators, we know what it takes to separate Municipal
Solid Waste and Construction & Demolition into valuable
recyclables. We have installed over 3,800 recycling systems
and have built the largest MRFs in Europe and North America,
including 14 Mega-MRFs that process 50+ tons per hour. This
project gave us the opportunity to show we can provide
state-of-the-art, turn-key solutions for material recovery
facilities” 

Latest technologies implemented 

In November 2015, the City of Dallas awarded FCC with a
contract for the design, construction and operation of a single
stream MRF to process the city’s recyclables. 

With the latest sorting and classification techniques, including
optical sorters as well as gravimetric sorting machines all
housed in a 60,000-square-foot building, the plant can handle
more than 40 tons per hour of single stream material. The site
includes a 15,000-square-foot building that serves as the
administrative and operations personnel offices. There is also
an education center where FCC personnel teach and train the
community of Dallas about the importance and benefits of
recycling. 

The facility contains cutting-edge technology provided by
Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions from Appingedam, The
Netherlands. Engineered, designed an build by Bollegraaf to
be one of the most advanced materials recovery facilities in
the USA. 

Construction on the facility started in March 2016 and was
completed in December 2016. The facility began operating on
January 1, 2017. In its first year of operation, the MRF will
process around 80,000 tons in 2017, with a total capacity of
140,000 tons per year. bollegraaf.com 

This MRF is a critical piece of infrastructure because all single
stream recyclable material from the City of Dallas and
surrounding areas will be processed at the MRF over the next
fifteen years. Its successful delivery is also vital to achieving
the city’s ambitious efforts to increase waste diversion to 40
percent by 2020, 60 percent by 2030 and 80 percent by 2040.

Bollegraaf congratulates FCC Environmental
Services with prestigious NWRA award for the
Best Recycling Facility in the U.S.A. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/17055
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Aughey Screens hold a
successful open day
Yesterday’s visit of prominent business men
from Northern Ireland was to an open day at the
Aughey Screens Facility, Killyconnigan,
Monaghan. 21 of our key customers from
Northern Ireland visited the factory and had a
walking tour of our facility seeing how our
products are manufactured, assembled and
dispatched. 

Aughey Screens manufacture and supply screening media to
the extractive industry, recycling industry and other material
handling industries such as food etc. 

The open day was initiated primarily because of Brexit,
whereby it was proposed by our key sales personnel initially
that it was important for the company to build on its
relationships with its customers in Northern Ireland and the
UK to maintain a close customer relationship in view of the
upcoming Brexit. This in turn was supported by management. 

As such the Institute of Quarrying (Northern Ireland branch)
was invited to an open day at the facility. The Institute
represents and is a voice for companies within the extractive

industries and their associate suppliers. 

Aughey Screens was set up by Daniel Aughey in October 1979.
The company currently has 24 employees on a 28,000-sq. ft.
facility. Aughey Screens manufactures all types of screening
media for the extractive and recycling industries with product
sold throughout the world to markets in Australia, Germany,
USA, Africa to name but a few. 

The photo taken inside the facility is at one of our automatic
weaving looms with Sean Shields the companies Production
Manager, then we have Sam Eccles, Chairman of the Institute
of Quarrying and Barry Aughey, General Manager of Aughey
Screens. 

The management of Aughey Screens would like to take this
opportunity to thank all its employees for their enthusiasm
and hard work in ensuring that the Open Day was a success
and we thank them for their continued support. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/1651
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Kirchdorf (Germany), 25 September 2017 –
The 75,000th excavator at Liebherr-
Hydraulikbagger GmbH, the founding
plant of the Liebherr Group, has been
delivered. This is a good reason for the
company and its around 1,700 employees to
celebrate. The anniversary machine was
unveiled to the staff during a celebratory
event in the production plant. The A 918
Compact Litronic wheeled excavator
received a special graffiti design by
Claudia Walde, aka MadC, one of the
world's most well-known graffiti artists.
The compact wheeled excavator will join
the fleet of Liebherr Rental Services.

The properties of the A 918 Compact Litronic still
correspond to the original requirements of the
company's founder Dr.-Ing. E.h. Hans Liebherr for a
mobile, robust and ergonomic earthmoving machine
with high availability. Liebherr wheeled excavators are
known all over the world for their efficiency, flexibility
and performance because they combine modern
technology with many years of experience in the
development and production of construction machines.
This linking of tradition and innovation is decisive for
the success of the company.

The key developments in the history of
Liebherr wheeled excavators

Back in 1954 Hans Liebherr laid the foundation for a
new type of machine with his first L 300 wheeled
excavator which to this day is still among the best in
the world. With its six wheels the lightweight (7.5
tonnes) and very powerful (25 hp) L 300 was the first
hydraulic excavator in Europe. Other aspects of its
design were also unique: The operator's cab, the boom,
as well as the combined face shovel/backhoe bucket,
appeared for the first time on a construction machine.
The slewing ring was developed and produced in-
house. However, the drive of this machine was still
mechanical. The new concept quickly convinced a large
number of construction companies and around 110
machines were already delivered in the first three years.

Another big innovation followed a short time later. The
A 650 wheeled excavator was the first fully hydraulic
wheeled excavator from Liebherr in 1960. In addition to
the hydraulic equipment, it also had a hydraulic drive.
With its operating weight of 16 tonnes the machine
had a power rating of 60 hp, thus representing an

important milestone in the history of the wheeled
excavator.

Liebherr-Hydraulikbagger GmbH also has another
anniversary to celebrate this year. In 1967 Liebherr
developed a so-called railroader, the A 400 ZW, for use
on railway tracks. It is a special version of the wheeled
excavator which can be used on rails or on the road.
For over 50 years now the company has been
successfully offering railroaders in its range of products
and it quickly gained market leadership in this segment
in Germany.

From the outset it was important to Hans Liebherr to
develop and produce key technologies in-house. This
became especially clear in 1983 with the A 912
wheeled excavator. Its diesel engine, hydraulic
pump, swivelling drive together with planetary
gearbox, excavator axles as well as gearbox
and transfer box in the undercarriage were all
now manufactured in-house.

In 1989 the Litronic followed as another
innovation highlight from Liebherr. The
Litronic is a complete system of
intelligent electronics and functional
hydraulics for monitoring, controlling
and coordinating all key systems of
the excavator. This system was
used for the first time in the A
912 Litronic and also continues
to optimise the efficiency of
every Liebherr construction
machine in its modified form
today.

The perfect interaction of
machine and tool attachment
plays a decisive role for successful
deployment on site. This is why Liebherr
also invested in this area and in 2001 was able to
present its fully automatic quick coupler system
LIKUFIX. With LIKUFIX the machine operator can
change all mechanical and hydraulic tool attachments
at the touch of a button from the cab as well as adjust
the hydraulic pressures and volumes. 

Further developments are continually being added in all
areas in line with the motto "Standing still is a step
backwards". Since the beginning of the 2000s the
innovations have been shaped by the topic of efficiency
as well as the vision of the digital construction site.

Anniversary: Liebherr-
Hydraulikbagger GmbH
celebrates its 75,000th excavator
• 75,000th excavator from Liebherr is an A 918 Compact Litronic wheeled

excavator
• Special graffiti design by artist MadC
• Anniversary excavator joins the fleet of Liebherr Rental Services
• Liebherr has numerous years of experience in the development and

production of excavators
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Liebherr-Hydraulikbagger GmbH – the cradle of the group

In 1949 Hans Liebherr founded the company in Kirchdorf an der Iller in south Germany on the basis of his parent's construction
business. The first few decades of the plant were marked by many forward-looking new developments which formed the basis of

Liebherr's success story. The many products which originated from the Liebherr plant in Kirchdorf and are now further
developed and produced at other production plants of the company prove the high innovative strength

of the location.

www.hub-4.com/directory/504

Today Liebherr-Hydraulikbagger
GmbH is one of the world's leading
manufacturers of ultramodern hydraulic
excavators. The company also develops and
manufactures an extensive range of material
handlers and articulated dump trucks. The high
performing machines are well established in a
diverse range of applications for many areas of
industry and are deployed all over the world.

To mark the special occasion, the 75,000th excavator from Liebherr, a  918 Compact Litronic, received a very special design by the graffiti artist MadC.

The L 300 Hans Liebherr was the first hydraulic excavator in Europe.
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Hyundai
Construction
Equipment
Europe
officially open
new European
headquarters
in Tessenderlo,
Belgium

HCEE (Hyundai Construction Equipment Europe)
held an official opening ceremony last week for
its new headquarters in Tessenderlo, Belgium.
Management from the South Korean
headquarters, national and regional
government, the European dealer network,
national and international press and Hyundai
personnel all attended the celebration.

The future looks bright! 

The key message during the opening ceremony was very clear:
“New company, new headquarters, new vision”. After Hyundai
Construction Equipment became an independent business unit
as of 1st of April 2017, the opening of the new European
headquarters in Tessenderlo, marks another major milestone in
the path towards the common goal to enter the top five
ranking manufacturers in the global construction equipment
market by 2023.  

New European headquarters

The new HQ complex comprises a new, three-story, 5,400
square metres office building, a 13,000 square metres parts
warehouse, a Hyundai Training Academy, an event hall and a
showroom. The construction works represent an investment of
30 million euros. 

On the 81,000 square metres new site the capacity to stock
and supply machine parts will be doubled. Customers will be
welcomed to the new premises and the Hyundai dealer
network will benefit from ‘top notch’ commercial and technical
training. 

Infrabo, a well-known Belgian architecture and design firm,
with extensive experience in the b2b industry, designed the
new premises. Cordeel, a general contractor, constructed the
entire building. 

New company, new headquarters, new vision

Alain Worp, Managing Director, Hyundai Construction
Equipment Europe, said, “The new facility is an excellent step
forward for our European division. After becoming an
independent business unit earlier this year, the re-branding of
the company and the definition of our global vision 2023, this
new European headquarters is a clear indication that things
are moving fast within Hyundai Construction Equipment. It is
also a clear signal to the market that we are here… and that
we are here to stay in a big way. For me this is only the
beginning of our successful path to the future.”

Kong Ki-young, CEO of Hyundai Construction Equipment said,
“It is my honour to attend the official opening of the new
European Headquarters with you. And I want to express my
gratitude to all our guests for attending this opening ceremony
considering everyone’s busy schedule. 

In April of this year, Hyundai Construction Equipment was spun
off from Hyundai Heavy Industries for its new start as an
independent company. 

Since its launch in 1985, the construction equipment business
has continued for over 30 years under the large umbrella of
Hyundai Heavy Industries. The business has now been divided
to establish an independent management system which suits
the unique characteristics of the construction equipment
business. With these changes way we hope to increase global
competitiveness. 

Our new start as an independent company is a big challenge
for us. However, we are confident that this challenge will be a
major turning point in the history of Hyundai Construction
Equipment. 

Hyundai founder Chung Ju-yung once said, "The success and
failure of all things depend on the mind and attitude of the
person. Progressive spirit is a key to creating a miracle.” I
believe that the challenging and pioneering spirits of Hyundai
are our biggest assets, they are part of our DNA.”www.hub-4.com/directory/13487
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In line with Weir
Minerals’
commitment to
continually
reduce total cost
of ownership of its
equipment, the
company is
launching the 2nd
generation of the
Warman® WGR® pump.

Weir Minerals unveiled the
2nd generation of the WGR®

slurry pump at an official
launch day on Wednesday
11th October at its plant in
Yateley, Hampshire, United
Kingdom.

The 2nd generation WGR®

pump boasts several innovative features including
fully replaceable liners designed using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation
that provide a significantly improved performance
over the first generation WGR® pump. The liners
and impeller are manufactured from premium
Linatex® rubber and housed within robust casing
halves. Enhancements to the casing design
simplify maintenance and minimise downtime. Other new
features include the introduction of an expeller gland seal for
optimum performance, as well the option of having a low flow
packed gland and the unique D gland seal.

The rugged design of the WGR® pump makes it ideal for use in
the production of sand and aggregates, as well as other
applications within mineral processing, coal preparation and
power sectors and general industrial applications.

Available in seven different sizes, from 35mm to 250mm, the
Warman® WGR® pump includes:

• Wear components that are optimised using the latest
technology;

• Impeller and volute liners designed to reduce turbulence
and deliver longer wear life; 

• High capacity bearings to withstand high loads;

• Large diameter expeller seal to protect against high inlet
pressures;

• Replaceable premium Linatex® rubber liners;

• Simplified wet end design with fewer parts  for ease of
maintenance;

• Lifting points added to aid safe handling of heavy castings;

• Axial impeller adjustment to maintain the gap to the
throatbush, reducing recirculation wear.

Harvinder Bhabra, Weir Minerals Europe’s Senior Product
Manager for Pumps, said: “We have used the very latest
technology to produce a pump solution that will be a leader in
its class”.

“Slurry pumps are central to modern extraction processes so
must be reliable and cost-effective. Our 2nd generation
Warman®WGR® pump combines exceptional performance,
reduced downtime with added safety features and a lower
cost of operation.”

The improved Warman® WGR® pump will be released to the
European market in October and launched worldwide later in
the year.

Weir Minerals
Europe launches
2nd generation
Warman® pump 
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Hanson supplies concrete for
Midland Metro Alliance project 

www.hub-4.com/directory/10698

Hanson UK is supplying concrete for part of the
Midland Metro Alliance (MMA) tram extension
projects, one of the biggest construction projects
outside London.

The venture comprises of six separate projects and Hanson is
providing 45,000m3 of its specialist concrete for the track
beds on one of these. This contract with Colas Rail, one of the
nine organisations which make up the MMA, is already
underway and is part of the renewal of the existing line in
Wolverhampton.   

The £1.35 billion tram project will take place over ten years
and improve transport links in the West Midlands and aid
regeneration, as well as providing local jobs and training.

Sara Ann Pepper, national commercial manager at Hanson,
said: “The Midland Metro Alliance is an exciting partnership
and we are delighted to be involved in this early stage.
Providing materials for the maintenance of the existing line
allows us to understand the needs of the client and help
develop effective solutions to meet key project milestones.” 

Whatever the size of your
engineering project
DUO Manufacturing offer a
complete package solution.
We provide design, fabrication,
assembly, and installation for
the entire project including full
support for the life of the plant.

Specialising in material
handling systems, including
aggregate and waste,
DUO Manufacturing will
accommodate even the more
unusual requests. Some of our
more diverse recent projects
have included the construction
of large filter presses and glass
recycling systems.

DUO Manufacturing
Mendip Works, Leigh Road,

Chantry, Nr Frome, Somerset BA11 3LR
Tel: +44 (0)1373 836 451 
Fax: +44 (0)1373 836 879

www.duoplc.com Manufacturing
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Fifteen TA300s shift sand in Dorset

Operating in a 50-mile radius within Dorset, G Crook & Sons
has premises in Dorchester and Poole. One such is the
Redbridge Road quarry, where the family-owned business is
using four of Terex Trucks’ TA300s to transport sand from the
pit to the stockpiles. Fitted with the Scania DC9 five-cylinder
9.3-litre engine, the 28-tonne (30.9-ton) capacity articulated
haulers work a minimum of eight-hour shifts daily.

Established in 1972, G Crook & Sons was founded by George
Crook with a primary focus on plant hire. Alongside his son
Barry, George grew his operation, which initially began with
an old tractor, trailer, and a digger, to become one of the
largest privately owned plant and machinery hire companies
in West Dorset. 

“Over the last 45 years we’ve expanded the business
significantly and gone into different ventures, such as stone
and aggregate quarries, pubs and hotels,” says Simon Crook,
director and workshop manager at G Crook & Sons. “We’ve
got multiple sites, tyre depots, and we’ve even got an
agricultural centre as well – where we sell all our tractors into
the farming industry.”

Trusted ally

G Crook & Sons became first-time Terex Trucks customers in
1995 with the purchase of a TA30. Having never looked back
since then, the company now owns a fleet of 15 haulers
which are a mix of TA30s and TA300s, with its most recent
four acquired in spring 2017. Supplied by Terex Trucks’ UK
distributor, TDL Equipment, the reliability of the Motherwell,
Scotland built machines have steadily impressed G Crook &
Sons. 

“The quality of the dumpers are unmatched,” says Crook.
“The trucks are extremely reliable and that’s why we’ve not
only got them in the aggregate quarry hauling the sand out of
the pit but we also use them for the muck away shifts,
roadworks, and general tasks.

“Also, the way we see it that Terex Trucks and TDL have
formed a great partnership. If there ever is an issue we get a
speedy response. With some of Terex Trucks’ competitors we
might not get a reply from them for two days, whereas with
TDL it’s very quick..”

Built to perform

Terex Trucks’ TA300 is a proven design which has the
proficiency to overcome the most demanding conditions and
move material as quickly as possible due to its excellent
traction and effective power-to-weight ratios. The machine
offers minimum cost of operation and maximum productivity.
With independent front suspension as standard, tyre/ground
contact is maintained on tough terrain, increasing tractive
effort and reducing cycle times, while also providing operators
with a comfortable haul. Created to work harder for longer, G
Crook & Sons’ haulers have stood the test of time, with some
running past the 10,000-hour mark. 

Covering approximately 150 acres, the Redbridge Road quarry
is host to some of the finest sand available in Dorset. To
recover the raw material, the articulated haulers travel along
a muddy clay-like landscape to descend below the earth
where it is then loaded with heaps of sand. Helping G Crook
& Sons meet the demands of its customers, the TA300s work
around the clock shifting the sand, which is known to prove
quite troublesome for the trucks.

Crook explains: “The quarry can be aggressive and hard
wearing on the machines because of the sand as it ingresses
into the components and they wear much quicker than they
normally would. But it’s not a problem that we’ve had to
worry about with our Terex Trucks machines because they’re
pretty robust.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/17666

G Crook & Sons, a family-run business, is putting a fleet of
Terex Trucks’ 28-tonne articulated haulers to work at its sand
and aggregates quarry in Dorset.
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A specially selected audience were recently
invited to the Maximus Crushing & Screening
UK open day held in London. Over 70 people
attended the open day and live demonstration at
Camden Environmental’s 25acre site located in
North East London. They all came to explore the
Maximus range and get up close and personal
with the new MXJ-1100G Jaw Crusher, the star
of the show.

We spoke with Shane O’Neill, Managing Director of Maximus
“We’re delighted to have the new Maximus MXJ-1100G Jaw
Crusher here today as we believe that this machine is a game
changer for the crushing and screening industry. It features a
Cummins 6.7 engine connected to a specially designed
gearbox that delivers direct drive to the crusher, and takes
97% power from the engine. A traditional hydrostatic system
would only give around 74% power, meaning that we gain
around 24% more power on this crusher.”

Shane added “This direct drive system allows us to drive the
crusher in forward and reverse and features an anti-blocking
system which is especially useful when you are crushing
tarmac, as the operator can quickly ‘joggle’ the crusher to
clear the jaw box of any blockage. This ‘joggling’ means that
the jaw box can be moved forward and backwards instantly
and very quickly to unblock it. This new MXJ-1100G Jaw
Crusher also runs on around half the fuel compared to a
standard hydraulic system, using around 18litres of fuel per
hour, so this is a huge saving for the operator.”

Shane explained a little more about the new jaw box design
“The jaw box features an automatic hydraulic release system
which means that if any un-crushable material enters, it won’t
damage the jaw box, as once a certain pressure is reached the
hydraulic rams will open the jaw and ‘dump’ all the material
out of the bottom. The system then resets itself to the correct
Close Side Setting (CSS). The system also monitors the wear of
the jaw plates, so when very abrasive material is used, the
system is capable of resetting itself every 20hrs, meaning that
the jaw plates will touch and then open back out to the
correct CSS. On this model we also offer an optional pre-
screen allowing customers to take out a rough sellable
product.”

The new MXJ-1100G Jaw Crusher was one of seven machines
on display at the open day, the others included the 522T
Sizing Screen, MXC-1000 Cone Crusher, 409 Scalping Screen,
512 Scalping Screen, 516 Scalping Screen and T80-48
Conveyor. In a working area of the site there was also a live
demo every hour for visitors to enjoy, which featured a MXJ-
1100 Jaw Crusher working with a Maximus 516 heavy duty
scalper. This effective combination was more than enough to
handle the material that the Camden Environmental site had
to offer.

Maximus showcase seven machines
at their UK open day in London

Shane O’Neill,
Managing Director of

Maximus with the
new Maximus MXJ-
1100G Jaw Crusher
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409 & 512S Vibrating Scalper

The Maximus 409 & 512S have been developed for the
smaller end user who require versatility and ease of transport,
without compromising on build quality and reliability.
Designed to cope with the heaviest applications, the Maximus
409 & 512S can be used in crushing circuits, demolition and
construction waste management, aggregates, heavy rock and
topsoil applications, as well as many others.

516 Vibrating Scalper

The Maximus 516 is a heavy duty, high capacity scalper
capable of screening a wide variety of material in the harshest
conditions. It is designed to cope with the heaviest
applications and can be used in construction and demolition
waste, primary crusher circuits, iron ore, aggregates, coal,
recycling, heavy rock and topsoil.

522T Vibrating Screener

The Maximus 522 T is the industry leader other triple decks
aspire to. With industry leading production capacities and the
largest combined screening area available in today’s market,
the Maximus 522 T is the obvious choice for large scale
operators who need high capacity and high specification
aggregate screening capabilities.

MAX T80-48 Conveyor

The Maximus T-Series of Conveyors offer superior stockpiling
capacity. The MAX T80-48 is the largest conveyor in our range
and is designed for ease of mobility on site. It is manufactured
with a highly robust chassis for optimal strength in difficult
working conditions, such as those within a quarry plant, and
has a very quick set-up time of 10 minutes.

MXC-1000 Cone Crusher

The high performance and unique Maximus MXC-1000 is
designed for direct feed applications without the need for pre-
screening on clean rock. At its core is the Maximus MXC-1000
cone which provides excellent reduction and product shape in
large volumes.

Iain Herity, Sales Director for the UK was keen to say “We’ve
been delighted with the quality of customers who attended
our very first customer open day and the feedback has been
phenomenal right across our Maximus line-up. I’d also like to
thank Mick Marrinan from Camden Environmental for the use
of his site here in London, it has been a perfect setting for a
very successful event.” Iain Herity has also opened a new site,
located at 1 Kitsmead Ln, Longcross, Lyne, Chertsey KT16 0EF. 

Hubert Watson, Global Sales & Marketing Director had some
more exciting news “As part of our global brand promotion
we’ve now teamed up with the Discovery Channel and GOLD
RUSH. The Hoffman crew will be using a Maximus TFC-80
Swivel conveyor in the new series 8 of the show. We wish
them well in finding lots of gold!”

For more information on the Maximus Crushing & Screening
range visit www.maximusscreening.com or
call + 44 (0) 28 8774 8873

www.hub-4.com/directory/13395
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Lanarkshire based crushing and screening
spares and consumables specialist SCG
Supplies has added to its customer offering.

The company, in addition to acquiring a new yard earlier in
2017 has announced its move into mobile site servicing.

The move into the service sector is a logical step for a
company supplying so many companies in the quarrying and
recycling sector with their spare parts and consumable items.

“We have always been asked for a supply and fit service to
back up our existing parts deliveries” says company founder –
director Stephen Grieve. 

He continues; “As well as that aspect of service we are
fortunate to be selling increasing numbers of new machines
which we need to back-up for customers, not to mention
trade-in units which need check and repair work.”

The range of equipment offered by SCG consists of the
Portafill International Compact Screening and Crushing range,
Bruce Engineering Washing and Recycling ranges and the
Tesab Crushing range.

The man joining the company to head up the service side is
Andrew Darling who comes with many years of experience on
all kinds of processing equipment with the NWH Group - the
Lothian based recycling and construction company. Whilst
there, Andrew gained extensive knowledge on Powerscreen,
Doppstadt & Sandvik Equipment as well as running and
maintaining aggregate washing plants. Since joining SCG
Andrew has completed an extensive training programme in
conjunction with the company’s manufacturing partners.

Services offered will include; crusher re-metals, on site R&M,
servicing and troubleshooting/fault finding for most types of
plant. These services are backed up by a new fully equipped
service barge.

Back at the company’s yard in Airdrie there has been
investment in further lifting equipment and plans are afoot for
more building to house fabrication equipment as full
refurbishment of equipment is becoming an increasing area of
activity.  

SCG Supplies at your Service
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A South West-based
aggregate producer has
nearly doubled its
efficiency with the
introduction of three
new machines from
Finlay Plant SW. 

Goonvean Aggregates, which
has its headquarters in St
Austell, Cornwall, has taken
delivery of a Terex Finlay J-1175

jaw crusher, a Terex Finlay C-1540 cone crusher and a Terex
Finlay 883+ screener. 

Specified by Finlay Plant SW – part of the Finlay Group of
companies – the site has seen a 40% increase in production
since the arrival of the new plant. 

The machines, which are replacing a 20-year-old static plant,
are offering the latest in crushing and screening technology to
produce a high-quality, end product, while at the same time
reducing running costs. 

Kevin Foley, General Manager of Goonvean Aggregates, said:
“We’re really impressed with the new plant. Technology has
moved forward a great deal in the last few years and we’ve
seen this with the new machinery we’ve had. They’re proving
to be cheaper to run and we’re getting a far higher output as
well.”

Working together, the machines are producing approximately
120-140 tonnes an hour at St Stephen, one of Goonvean
Aggregates’ four sites in the region.  

The Terex Finlay J-1175, a high performance tracked mobile
jaw crusher, is fed with blasted rock, which is crushed and
then fed in to the Terex Finlay C-1540.

Ideal for medium sized producers and contract crushing
operators, the cone crusher is producing 803 for South West
road construction, other products include material supplies for
ready mix, asphalt as well as an all-in aggregate for block
production. 

Designed to work after a primary crusher or on its own as a
frontline tracked mobile screening machine, the Terex Finlay
883+ has a dual purpose for the company.

It is used as a pre-screen prior to the jaw crusher to remove
fines from the material as well as screening the processed
product from the cone crusher, producing a 20mm, 10mm and
6mm aggregate. 

The company also has a sand plant operation producing
washed specialist sand and gravel for the construction
market. 

Previously part of a china clay operation formed in 1932, it
evolved as a new company in 2012 and now employs 19
operatives and six office-based staff. 

Delivered at the start of summer, these are the first machines
that the company has purchased from Finlay Plant SW. 

Goonvean Aggregates increase
their efficiency thanks to
Finlay Plant SW

Quarrying
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Kevin Foley
General Manager
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Kevin added: “We asked companies who had dealt with the
Finlay Group and they said that their service and back-up was
exceptionally good. After a lot of research and visits to various
sites we chose the Terex Finlay machines because of the
design and build quality.”

Gareth Johnson, Managing Director of Finlay Plant SW, said:
“These three machines are ideal for quarrying, mining,
demolition and recycling applications. The Terex Finlay 883+
has the capacity to process up to 500 tph, so it’s no wonder
Goonvean Aggregates has seen such an increase in
productivity. Finlay Plant SW is delighted to be able to supply
Goonvean Aggregates with their first mobile equipment and
we hope the relationship will be one that will continue for
many years.”

Quarrying
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To see a video of the machines in action visit
https://youtu.be/S5ccdIpXMhs 
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The best product Martin Engineering 

Safety, productivity and innovation 
doesn’t happen without them.

Experience, knowledge and problem 
solving can’t be fabricated and aren’t 
achieved overnight. It takes years of 
dedication, drive and determination. 
It’s these characteristics 

Martin is proud to offer you the 
best people in the industry. Speak 
with us today to discuss how we 
can help you achieve your best.

® Registered trademark of Martin Engineering Company in the US and other select locations.
© 2017 Martin Engineering Company. Additional information can be obtained at 
www.martin-eng.com/trademarks and www.martin-eng.com/patents.

call 800.544.2947
email info@martin-eng.com
visit martin-eng.com
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Baioni provide successful fully
automated sand and aggregates
washing plant

www.hub-4.com Nov 2017 - Issue 47

The Italian washing, crushing and screening
plant manufacturer Baioni has been delivering
various aggregate washing systems to private
quarry contractors worldwide. The growing
demand for washed aggregates requires the
careful management of water and reclamation
of silts. Baioni is well-equipped to provide for
this with its latest generation thickeners,
polyelectrolyte dosing systems, horizontal spiral
decanting centrifuges, Pod systems and filter
press. 

Recently in Cuba, Baioni has successfully delivered to the
Caribbean island a fourth aggregate washing plant for the
treatment and recovery of sand. The plant features a BaiWash
system, and a GRF hydrocyclone fines recovery unit that
eliminates undesirable elements through washing clays and
fine harmful particles smaller than 63µm and a filter press.
The plant also creates different grades and sizes of sand
particles, allowing for more bespoke final products.

For the production on demand of high-performance concrete
sand from crushed sand by local construction companies,
Baioni’s BaiWash system includes thickeners able to offer
efficient primary stage water treatment, and all anciallary
tools:

• The system’s steel tank is demountable from a trailer,
allowing for easy transport.

• BaiWash comes with six rakes supplied as standard, along
with a dynamic hydraulic bridge and full walkway access,
for when judging water level is particularly crucial. The
rakes can be rotated along the floor of the BaiWash
discharge cone tank. This generates a high quality sludge
while avoiding any clogging.

• The BaiWash system is easily managed via its computer
software. Through it you can control the flocculants dosing
device, the evacuation of solids and all other services.

• BaiWash can be remotely controlled via internet or another
network. The complete system is also easier to move, as its
modular-bolted sections ensure reduced installation time
when the tank has to be moved from site.

The full crushing and screening plant for a production of
aprox. 150 t/h incorporates a very efficient water
management system that recycles a huge percentage of water
in closed circuit and only uses a minimal top-up to
compensate for moisture leaving the system within the
materials that are produced. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/780

www.hub-4.com/directory/2889

A total lubrication solution for off-
highway vehicle maintenance
Off-highway fleet owners have a clear choice where lubrication is concerned:
automate the process to maximise efficiency or choose a manual system that
offers flexibility, power and high performance. SKF Lincoln can help on both counts
with its Quicklub P203 automatic grease pump and distribution system and
PowerLuber family of power assisted manual grease guns.

For machines with multiple lubrication points an automated lubrication system
such as Quicklub delivers precisely metered quantities of oil or grease, fully
automatically, to as many as 250 separate lube points, boosting lubrication
efficiency while minimising waste.

And if automated lubrication is not practicable, a powerful manual alternative is
provided by the PowerLuber range of grease guns. Offering the widest choice in
terms of pressure and volume, these field proven tools are available in battery,
mains and air powered versions, ergonomically designed to minimise operator
fatigue and maximise productivity.
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Mentor Training

Working Safely with Mobile
Plant Equipment in Winter 
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Working with or around mobile
plant equipment is a high-risk
activity and exposes numerous
hazards. Whilst your workforce
and operators may be trained,
some may be new to equipment
operation and some although
competent, can become
complacent over time.
Unfortunately, a lack of
competence or a complacent
operator can lead to accidents. As
the winter months are upon us
and your operatives are likely to
be working outside or in areas of
artificial lighting – help keep
them safe and remind them to be
vigilant and consider the
following safety measures. 

1. Unintentional Movement of
Equipment Controls

The risk of inadvertent operation of
equipment is predominately associated
to excavators however it is a potential
risk across all equipment types. 

When surveyed, operators identified
loose clothing as a significant cause of
inadvertent operation. The drop-in
temperature will result in additional
layers of clothing and bulky PPE being
worn whilst outside of the cab. This
clothing can catch on the controls when
accessing and egressing the 
equipment and could cause movement
to the machinery. It is advised for
operatives to wear fitted clothing or
wear under layers (thermals) to stay
warm rather than adding bulky layers
which are a potential danger to the
individual and clutter their cab when
removed. 

Some cabs can be small and restrictive,
this can cause the operator to lean or
unintentionally press controls. Remind
them to keep their cabs clean and tidy
to ensure there are no risks of debris
cluttering their working environment
and restricting their movement. 

2. Visibility 

Make sure your sites are suitably lit and
operatives check that their vehicle
safety features are working correctly.
This includes horns, warning beacons
and reversing alarms. Mirrors should be
kept clean at all times and washer fluid
should be full at the start of the shift
and checked throughout. The fluid
concentration should also be monitored
to ensure that it does not freeze and
there should be access to de-icer. 

Mobile plant operatives who work at
night will be used to operating in low
light levels but for those on day shift, or
newly trained operatives may not be so
confident. Give these operatives time to
adjust, they may benefit from some
additional specific job training and
support from your competent operators.
Remember, it is not just the darker
mornings and nights that pose a risk to
visibility. On bright days, the low sun
can cause excessive glare and reduce
visibility; ensure where possible that
sun visors are in the cabs and suggest
that operatives have a set of sunglasses
accessible for those bright days. 

3. Ground Conditions

Remind your operatives of the potential
for changes in the ground conditions
and how this could affect their working
environment and the operation of the
equipment. There may be low pressure
in the tyres at the beginning of a
morning shift if the previous night has
been colder than usual causing an
extended warming up time. Stopping
distances and stability could change
throughout the day and in different
areas of the site. Simple awareness
notices can help remind your operatives
to think before they operate. 

4. Slips, Trips and Falls 

The risk of a slip, trip and fall is more
likely in the winter. Your sites will have
grit available and accessible and
pathways will be cleared. Remind your
operators, especially those who are new
to equipment operation and may not
have operated throughout the winter
months, that the steps and handrails
may become icy overnight and
throughout the day. 

5. Risk Assessment  

Are your risk assessments relevant?
Check that they reflect the risks
throughout the year and communicate
the changes in risks to your workforce.
Simple bulletins, notices and tool box
talks can support this and reinforce
safety measures. 

Keep working safely this winter –  for
more information on how to operate
with mobile plant equipment safely,
please call us today on 01246 386900
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A greenfield site:

Development started approximately 2 ½ years ago on a new
greenfield site within the environs of the airfield utilizing the
remaining landing strip as the haul road. This was then
followed by the concrete pads for the plant and the
weighbridge and the development of water lagoons. 

With the infrastructure complete CEMEX UK researched the
market and following a successful tender DUO Equipment
were then selected to supply a new wash plant based on the
TEREX® Washing Systems Aggresand™.

As the English and Welsh dealer for Terex Washing Systems
(TWS) DUO can offer innovative wash plants and water
management solutions. This demonstrates TWS commitment
to providing outstanding products, customer support and
expertise in the field to meet customers’ individual needs.

The sand & gravel plant:

DUO based their plant design on the latest TWS technology
incorporating the TEREX® AggreSand™ 165 modular wash
plant which is pre-wired and pre-plumbed and is an easily
installed modular concept that facilitates quick installation; a
combination that is very appealing in terms of access,
serviceability and modularity.

The all electric plant includes a rinsing screen, sand plant,
lignite removal plant, stockpilers and all associated pipework
and electrics on one modular chassis, with a PowerScrub™
120R logwasher, sizing screen and stockpilers completing the
specification.

Wayne Strevens – Operations Manager, commented, “It’s a
very neat compact plant incorporating an in-line system with
‘as raised’ ballast being fed by loading shovel into the feed
hopper. We’re generally very pleased with what is a
reasonably simple and effective set-up.”

Capable of operating at 250tph the plant consists of a
bespoke feed system which is fed by wheel loader via a feed
hopper incorporating a remote-control tipping grid. Material is
then delivered onto the main inclined feed conveyor which is
driven by two 11Kw electric motors with Bonfiglioli®
gearboxes mounted on either side of the drive drum. This set

up not only provides balance to the conveyor but also gives
enhanced torque characteristics.

The AggreSand  165:

The AggreSand™ 165 at Swinderby incorporates a 16 x 5
double-deck rinsing screen which utilizes eight individually
controlled spray bars on each deck. The two-bearing screen is
fitted with polyurethane modular media on both decks. The
top deck acts as a protection deck removing any material
above 40mm which is then fed via an inclined conveyor to a
cone crusher which then recirculates crushed material via
conveyor back onto the top deck of the rinsing screen. The
bottom deck provides the feed to produce the required
concrete sand. All chute-work on the AggreSand™ 165
employs the now well tested dead-box system which results
in rock on rock set-up which is proving to give excellent wear
properties.

Currently the AggreSand™ 165 sand plant consists of a
250/200 Linatex centrifugal pump driven by a 55Kw motor.
Two G4-660mm cyclones produce an in specification concrete
sand which is fed via the TAK Lignite Hydro Classifier prior to
been delivered to a radial conveyor and stockpiled. Any
material between 5mm and 40mm is then fed by inclined
conveyor to the PowerScrub™ 120R for scrubbing and
removal of clay conglomerates. 

DUO provides successful
operation for CEMEX Swinderby

Quarrying
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Owned and operated by CEMEX UK the Swinderby site is located near Witham St
Hughs, Lincoln and was originally used as a WW11 airbase; with bomber operations
from 1940 the airfield saw constant use by the RAF up until 1993. 
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Lignite plant:

The plant at Swinderby incorporates a TAK Lignite Hydro
Classifier which is a specialised sand classification tool which
classifies the sand according to the weight of the particles.
With the lignite being a third of the weight of sand it singles
out the lighter grains of lignite and floats them out over the
top leaving the sand grains behind. Essentially, it’s a unit that
is designed for classification of glass sands which have very
tight tolerances, therefore by moving the set point in the
classifier vessel either up, or down you can adjust to a very
refined measure of how much bottom end you have in the
sand.

At Swinderby the sand is screened through the main washing
screen of the AggreSand™ 165 and then fed to the main sand
sump and then up into the TAK via the hydro cyclone. This
then concentrates the flow ensuring a flow of about 65%
solids is established (which means that within that vessel, the
upstream current - to classify the sands and float off the
lighter particles).

At the front-end the sand screen feeds the sand through into
a sump which pumps it up into the hydro cyclone which is
mounted above the TAK. The hydro cyclone then removes the
ultra-fine particles, taking them from the top and then feeds a
concentration of sand into the TAK. When the sand settles in
the TAK a clean water upstream current is introduced from the
bottom and then by moving the set point, up or down you can
then control precisely what the grading is at the bottom end
of the sand and how much you float off.

The PowerScrub  120R:

The PowerScrub™ 120R consists of a 6.5m hull fitted with
twin rotating shafts fitted with 15mm Hardox 500
abrasion resistant blades. The blades convey the material
from the feed end of the scrub to the 8 x 4 aggregate

rinsing/sizing screen. As the material travels through the hull
the abrasive action of the aggregate as it collides with other
aggregate (stone on stone) scrubs it clean and breaks up any
clay conglomerates which are then floated off through the
back of the PowerScrub™. Any organics such as roots or
plastics go straight to waste.

Scrubbed aggregate exits the main discharge of the
PowerScrub™120R to an 8x4 part-rinsing screen. The initial
section of this screen is fitted with spray bars to rinse off any
sand or grit residues produced during scrubbing. The rinsed
grit is captured in a partial catch box under the screen and
goes straight to waste. 

Material is then fed via transfer conveyor onto a 16 x 5
double-deck dry screen to produce 4-20mm and 4-10mm,
clean aggregate, both of which are delivered to stockpiles.

Cutting Edge Control System:

The control system for this specific AggreSand™ wash plant is
stored in a centralized cabin on the site which is one of the
options offered by DUO through TWS on all AggreSand™
installations, alternatively the panel can be mounted onto the
machine, all of which are pre-wired.

This option exemplifies the flexibility of TWS and DUO and the
AggreSand™ concept to suit individual customer needs or
preferences.

Total Solutions:

TWS provides cohesive solutions for all material and mineral
washing needs.  Focussing solely on providing solutions to
quarry, aggregate, mining and C&D recycling industries it is
dedicated in providing reliable, high quality and very
productive equipment. This is achieved through a broad
product portfolio which offers modular, mobile and static
wash plants with the ability to work in many applications.
Meeting individual materials and mineral washing
needs to achieve today’s stringent specifications
of clean material is at the top of the agenda.

The TWS portfolio offers excellent reliability,
ease of transport and fast onsite installation,
which are key features of the innovative
washing solutions - the AggreSand™ and
AggreScrub™ Range.

www.hub-4.com/directory/928
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Material handling equipment
  Maximum efficiency through progressive technology
  Sophisticated machine concept for maximum productivity 
  Quality components manufactured by Liebherr
  Ergonomic workspace for consistent high performance

Liebherr-Great Britain Ltd.
Normandy Lane, Stratton Business Park
Biggleswade, SG18 8QB
Phone: +44 1767 60 21 00
E-mail: info.lgb@liebherr.com
www.facebook.com/LiebherrConstruction
www.liebherr.co.uk 

Experience the Progress.
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Gallagher Group Ltd is a multi-faceted
organization with interests ranging from
quarrying, civil engineering and farming to
property development and recycling.

Headquartered in Maidstone, Kent, the business was started
40 years ago by current chairman Mr Pat Gallagher and has
grown in that time to become one of Kent’s largest
employers.

Gallagher Aggregates operate from two quarries in Kent,
Hermitage and Blaise Farm from which Kentish Ragstone is
extracted. This is an indigenous limestone deposit formed
during the cretaceous period some 15 million years ago.
Famous buildings that use Kentish Ragstone include Leeds
Castle, the Tower of London and the Guildhall.

In keeping with the company ethos of continuous
development by investing in the latest technology and
equipment to maintain their rigorous standards, the Gallagher
Group have recently taken delivery of a Gipo RR 130/20
Tracked Mobile Roller Screen.

This Swiss built machine was identified by Mr Gallagher at
the Hillhead Show as having the potential to streamline the
operation and improve efficiency.

Supplied by Tamworth based Aggregate Processing &
Recycling Ltd, this track mounted screen features a heavy-
duty steel plate feeder discharging onto a two-step roller
grizzly.

The Gipo RR 130/20 is particularly sturdy machine capable of
working in the most challenging of conditions making it ideal
for pre-screening blasted rock even with a high percentage of
moisture and dirty material present.

The grooved roller shafts, one in front of the other, create a
virtually square opening, forming a type of grizzly thus
permitting the passage of dirty material.

Following successful trials, a decision was taken to purchase a
new machine.

The Gipo RR130/20 is configured to produce 3 different
products; hassock fines retained at point of extraction for site
remediation, a mid-size product for market and the now clean
oversize material being further processed into high quality
aggregates for the on-site concrete plant.

Gallagher Group optimise
production with the purchase of a
Gipo RR130/20 Tracked Roller
Screen from Aggregate Processing &
Recycling Ltd

www.hub-4.com/directory/33
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Washing equipment specialists, McCloskey
Washing Systems (MWS), held their first UK
Open Day at Crown Aggregates Ltd,
Birmingham on October 25th and 26th 2017. The
event highlighted new washing and classifying
equipment for both quarrying and recycling
applications. 

Crown Aggregates Ltd, West Midlands' leading recycling
company, based in Nuneaton, Warwickshire, has taken delivery
of the first new McCloskey wash plant in the UK supplied by
Max Innovate, MWS dealer for the UK. 

McCloskey Washing Systems hosted a live working
demonstration of their ground-breaking products;
SandStorm™516 and AggStorm™150, working in tandem as
a shared solution. Together, they process quarry scalpings with
a high clay content to produce three aggregates and two sand
products. 

The open day marked the launch of the new modular
AggStorm™ 80 and 150 range. The AggStorm™ Modular Log
washer range designed to operate as stand-alone units or to
integrate with the SandStorm™ range of wash plants. 

The unique and innovative AggStorm™ modular wash plant
brings together rinsing, screening, scrubbing and sand
washing capabilities on a single
transportable chassis. Primarily
designed for the processing of
construction & demolition

waste, the AggStorm™ can produce up to three grades of
aggregate. In this application, the customer is making 10mm,
20mm and 40mm aggregate. 

The modular wash plant SandStorm™ 516’s unique features
deliver exceptional results, producing 0-2 and 0-5mm grades
of sand while producing plus 40mm rinsed stone. The sand
plant also has the capability to blend all or some of the fine
sand into the coarse sand to maximise the required grading. 

MWS UK dealer, Max Innovate is a leading provider of
material processing & handling equipment, specialising in the
waste and aggregates industries. They have proven expertise
in delivering best-in-class products and solutions for these
industries. 

First UK Open Day showcasing
new products a huge success
McCloskey Washing Systems demonstrates modular wash
plant range over two-day event.

Quarrying
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Fintan McKeever, Managing Director at Max Innovate, said,
“The initial interest in the open day was phenomenal, and we
quickly realised that we were going to have to spread the
event over two days to accommodate all those who wanted
to attend." 

“The wash plants provide Crown Aggregates with clean in-
specification material that they could not achieve by dry
screening; this will increase their sales and grow their
customer base.

The SandStorm™ and AggStorm™ received lots of positive
feedback with many visitors impressed with their innovative
compact size, with maximum access to serviceable areas and
the quality of the product produced”. 

Fintan added, “The tours impressed upon the visitors the
attention to detail and pride that everyone at McCloskey takes

in what they do, and it made me proud to be part of
the same group of such a market-leading company.
As I have come to expect from the team at MWS,
the open day spoke volumes for the company’s
ethos, as well as to serve as an indicator for future
growth plans.” 

“The SandStorm™ and AggStorm™ modular range
is revolutionizing the wash plant market by
introducing innovative solutions and continuing to
serve our customers’ needs and demands around
the world. The team at MWS invest a significant
amount of time on product development and have
teamed up with key suppliers to bring new
technologies to the washing industry. The decision to
hold the open day was simple - to show customers,
new and exciting products in the industry and how
they could use them to grow their businesses”. 

The two-day event was a huge success, with a
strong turnout of 150+ end user customers
attending from across the UK. Throughout the open
day, a highly knowledgeable team of McCloskey
Engineers, Sales and Applications Managers were on
hand to give informative guided machine tours and
application discussions. 

Attendees had the opportunity to inspect the
machines after the demonstrations and learn more
about the features and benefits. 

Commenting on the success of the open day, Ben
Frettsome, MWS Sales and Applications, Manager
said, “We are delighted with the turnout and to
have the chance to showcase our impressive product

range in the UK. The
Open Day proved to
be another successful
breakthrough for
MWS. Reaction to the
plant was exceptional
and we received
immediate orders as
a result. Customers
walked around the
machines, watched
them in action in a

demonstration show and discussed the features and benefits.” 

The participants travelled from all parts of the UK and from
overseas for the event. 

Sean Loughran, McCloskey Washing Systems Director
expressed his delight for the numbers that attended. “It is
great to see so many people taking time out of their busy
schedules to see what MWS can offer. We have invested
heavily in our new washing equipment over the past year and
it is exciting to show this equipment working efficiently in it’s
true working environment.” 

Sean Loughran added, “We are thrilled that the open day was
such a success and we extend our sincere thanks to all at
Crown Aggregates and to everyone who joined us. Open days
give customers real insight into the McCloskey brand, its
heritage and the expertise behind our machines. We will
continue to develop our products and capabilities as well as
our industry leadership.” 

McCloskey dealer for Northern Germany, Christian Schlicht, of
Teufelsmoor Baumaschinen, commented, “McCloskey continue
to be innovative and responsive to the growing demand for
high-spec products. We are excited by the innovative designs
they are bringing to the market and their can-do attitude.” 

Christian added, “Seeing the machines in action has given us
confidence in the level of quality and attention to detail
McCloskey provides. They have demonstrated that it is easy to
install, maintain and operate. I am optimistic that the
equipment will drive lower cost of production, lower cost of
ownership and a solid return on investment”. 

Following the huge success of this event, McCloskey Washing
Systems will be hosting another UK Exclusive Open Day event
in London at the beginning of 2018. Further details about the
event will be revealed soon. 

Quarrying
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by the leading crusher service provider

The Genuine Alternative www.cmscepcor.com
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In order, to meet customer demand for greater
levels of efficiency and productivity, we have
expanded the choices available on our
bestselling QJ341 jaw crusher. This includes the
choice of engine, with the QJ341 now being
available with the highly fuel efficient, yet
powerful, Volvo D11. 

With an increasing focus on fuel efficiency and lowering the
carbon footprint, we are continually developing solutions
which meet our customers’ needs in relation to performance
as well as lowering operating costs. Our aim is to help them
improve their bottom line and increase profitability.  

We know that fuel efficiency is a key factor in the purchasing
decision when investing in a mobile crusher. Hence, in order
to meet the real needs of our customers, and to help them
become more competitive through delivering greater levels of
fuel efficiency, the market leading QJ341 jaw crusher is now
available with a highly fuel-efficient Volvo engine.  

Improved fuel efficiency

The Volvo D11 355 hp / 265 kW Tier 4 Final engine complies
with the latest emissions regulations, being designed to
improve reliability, minimise cost of operation and lower
emissions. The Volvo engine’s unique characteristics and
performance produces a maximum torque at a 1260 rpm. This
enables the QJ341 to operate and crush as low as 1400 rpm,
thereby vastly increasing fuel economy compared to other
engines available. Testing in the field has already shown the
engine to be 20% more fuel efficient than its competitors. 

Customer-focused features

The Volvo engine QJ341 will come with the same customer-
focused features as other models. These include the reliability
and high performance of the 1200 x 750 mm / 47” x 30” jaw,
hydraulically adjustable jaw setting, and a raise-lower facility
on the main conveyor.  

A new extended telescopic natural fines conveyor is also
available offering customers greater stockpiling ability with a
discharge height of 3 meters. This is a new design which is
quick and easy to set up.  

Other features include: 

• User friendly Sandvik PLC control system and colour screen
enabling visual data output and control

• Efficient load control system for the feeder drive to ensure
continuous, uninterrupted crushing

• Reverse crushing action to crush sticky material or relieve
blockages

• Hydraulic drive enabling the crusher to start under load,
minimising downtime

• Speed wheel fitted to the main conveyor to prevent the
feeder overloading the conveyor, and avoid the need to be
“dug out” due to overloading

• Highly efficient hydraulic and electrical control system 

This addition to our already bestselling jaw crusher range will
strengthen our offering and enable us to deliver solutions
which are more specifically tailored to our customers’ needs. 

Greater fuel efficiency and reduced
emissions from QJ341 
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Deep in the forest a Rubble Master® RM70GO!
2.0 is changing the way that stone is processed
for forest roads.

Scott Young and Sons Ltd (SYS) are experienced forestry
contractors when it comes to processing stone for the Forestry
Industry and their investment in this new machine has made
the process more efficient with less financial outlay on
aggregate for the construction and maintenance of busy haul
roads in the forests.

Supplied by Taylor & Braithwaite (T&B) who are the northern
distributor for the brand; SYS invested in the Rubble Master®
RM70GO! 2.0 after experiencing a ‘game-changing’
demonstration. 

Kevin Bell – Area Sales Manager of T&B, takes up the story,
“We organised a demonstration for SYS and from the outset it
was clear what advantages the RM70GO! 2.0 has in terms of
performance, as it supplies all needs in terms of power and
handling. In this specific application it eliminates expensive
haulage costs into the forest as it weighs in at 19.5 tonnes
and as it is under 3metres width it doesn’t require a special
movement order.”

Kevin, continued, “With a impactor on board the machine is
being fed with a mix of very hard whinstone, which is very
abrasive and similar to granite, which when processed
provides a lot more fines which are ideal for road
construction. It is capable of up to 200tph and is currently
being operated at 130-150tph dependant on feed. With a
belt-weigher fitted, SYS are now in a unique position where
they can process the exact tonnage their client requires for a
specific road at a required location. This approach eliminates
the huge financial outlay of big crushers in a local quarry
processing up to 200,000 tonnes to stockpile for a project
which then requires further transport.”

“Maintenance is easy and straight forward with access from
ground level and the RM70GO! 2.0 has also been supplied
with a crusher hammer changing system.” 

“It is providing great throughput, efficient diesel usage
(saving up to 20 litres/hr) and a better end-product, it’s simply
a game changer for SYS.”

Kevin, also pointed out, “We have proved the effectiveness of
the Rubble Master® brand on numerous occasions as in a
recent quarry demonstration, the 

Rubble Master® proved it could efficiently process and
produce a better end-product at less operating cost than a
combined jaw and a cone.”

Powerful, reliable and profitable:

Suitable for an extremely wide range of industry applications
there are 6 models in the range ranging from between 12-35
tonnes with the RM70GO! 2.0 being the second tier in the
series. Ready for use in minutes the Rubble Master® range
can process all kinds of materials such as rubble, concrete,
asphalt, glass, coal natural stone and even reinforced concrete
quickly and efficiently to make high-quality building materials.
The RM70GO! 2.0 also excels through low wear costs and
high productivity and with the incorporation of an integral
release system ensures that downtime is kept to a minimum.

Scott Young – MD of SYS, commented, “I first encountered the
Rubble Master® some years ago at the Hillhead exhibition
but initially dismissed as it wasn’t a priority at the time. Even
when the machine was delivered for demonstration I wasn’t
convinced as it’s a very small compact machine; but as soon
as we started processing I changed my views completely. I’ve
been in the business since I was 15 and spent all my life in
the industry and witnessed many changes in equipment so for
me this machine has transformed what we can achieve and
offer to our clients.”

Rubble Master® proves its
worth deep in the forest

L/R: Scott Young – Kevin Bell 
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Scott continued, “Traffic in the forests is increasing on haul
roads and the maintenance of these roads is becoming more
important as the trucks get larger and the loads heavier. But
with a good haul road you can halve the journey times and
increase the effectiveness of the working day. The Forestry
Industry can no longer accept the old way of compacted stone
and now need to construct a good pavement for the trucks.
The Rubble Master® is going to significantly change what I
can offer to them, backed by a sound argument and a
significant decrease in their production costs and still supply a
high-quality end-product at any location which will make a
massive difference to their carbon footprint!”

Ian Burton – Sales Director of T&B, commented, “It’s a great
machine at a very competitive price and offers many
advantages for SYS which they realised pretty quickly. To date
we have now sold 6 machines and everyone has been

impressed with the build quality of the Rubble Master®
machines. When we took the dealership, we knew we had a
range of machines between 12-35 tonnes that were sector
leaders in the compact class of mobile processing. The brand
has brought together high performance and intuitive
operation plus a compact design from the beginning, based
on 25 years-experience in the field of compact crushing.”

Scott, concluded, “We have been a customer of T&B for 10
years and purchased many machines from them and have
developed a relationship which has been based on continued
service and support which has given us confidence in our
daily operations. Purchasing the RM70GO! 2.0 has been a
very good decision for us and the future is certainly Rubble
Master®!
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Johnsons Wellfield of Huddersfield, West
Yorkshire, has made a significant investment in
purchasing a brace of seventy-five tonne Volvo
EC750E excavators which take charge as
primary movers in extracting Yorkstone blocks
at the company’s Crosland Hill Quarry.

The two new arrivals replace competitive makes of a similar
tonnage and were chosen following a competitive tender
process but, more importantly, the decision to opt for more
Volvo machines was due to the high reliability and
productivity of the seventy-tonne EC700C purchased in the
spring of 2016, according to Managing Director, James Berry.
“We’ve been very pleased with the performance of our
EC700C in terms of its capability at the quarry face and its
reliability,” says James. “It hasn’t missed a beat in this very
hard and demanding application of prising large dimensioned
Yorkstone blocks directly from the face.”

The purchase of Volvo’s latest flagship excavators coincides
with the company’s’ plans to extend the quarrying activities
at the Crosland Hill facility.  Another factor in the purchasing
decision was down to the EC750E’s ultra-low, external noise
emission measuring just 108 dB(A) according to ISO 6395.

Both machines will work as a team prising out large
Yorkstone blocks and handling overburden material. To
facilitate this, they’ve been equipped in Mass Excavation
configuration compete with hydraulic attachment brackets,
heavy duty 4.4m³ Extreme rock buckets and heavy-duty
ripper tooth. Thus equipped, the EC750E provides a maximum
breakout force of 383 kN and a tearout force of 337kN. The
combination of the 6.6m boom and 2.9m dipper arm (mass
excavation) gives a maximum reach of 11.46 metres and a
generous dig depth of 7.2 metres.

At the heart of the EC750E is a 16-litre, Stage-III V-ACT
engine developing 533 nett hp that operates in conjunction
with an advanced mode control-system, ensuring the
maximum possible hydraulic horsepower available is
delivered at a constant engine speed under varying load
conditions. A maximum torque of 2570Nm is achieved at just
1350r/min, and this, in conjunction with the machine’s
advanced hydraulic system, ensures maximum fuel-efficiency
is achieved through every work cycle. 

“We’re more than confident that the additional operating
weight, engine power and breakout force of the EC750E over
the EC700C will guarantee the production requirements we
are looking for, going forward,” says James Berry.

Besides the existing EC700C, the two new arrivals join a fleet
of predominantly Volvo-badged equipment, including
articulated haulers, wheeled loaders and smaller excavators.

Johnsons Wellfield, a family-run business now in its fourth
generation, specialises in primary block extraction and the
processing of dimensional stone from its 300-acre site on the outskirts of Huddersfield. The company has the largest facility in
the UK for cutting and processing, what is referred to as ‘buff hard’ Yorkstone, with the finished material adorning prestigious
buildings and famous structures throughout the UK, including the Thames Embankment, the Houses of Parliament and Victoria
& Albert Museum.

Johnsons Wellfield’s
Double Diamonds
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Air-Seal Products tyre sealants can prevent up
to 95% of all punctures up to  inches (30mm)
and stop all rim, bead and other slow air leaks.
They are widely used all over the world in
HGV’s, loading shovels, dump trucks and other
heavy plant and used by many high-profile
quarry and mining customers.

Our most popular product our heavy-duty sealant comes in 20
litre pails and will provide a high level of tyre protection and
seals punctures up to 15mm.  For use in on and off-road
applications, heavy-duty can be used in small and large tyres,
from commercial vehicles, industrial, agricultural and grounds
care equipment. 

Air-Seal Products sealants are a major solution for tyre
management and have been well proven over the past
seventeen years.  Our sealants are now fully proven to be an
integral part of all good tyre management programmes.

How does it work?   

As the tyre rotates, the product spreads evenly over the inside
surface of the tyre.   Immediately a puncture occurs, the air
pressure in the tyre forces millions of fibre particles and fillers
suspended in the sealant to interlock to form a plug which
prevents any further air loss.  This action will be completed
within two or three rotations of the wheel.  This is a

mechanical process not a chemical reaction.  

In January 2017, Air-Seal Products launched their new
environmentally friendly tyre sealant by using propylene
instead of ethylene glycol.  It is the same product that has
been helping companies save money on puncture costs and
downtime for almost two decades.

Air-Seal’s eco-friendly products are based on water washable
components with no glues or gums; meaning they are easy to
install and quick to remove using water.

John Doyle of Lisheen Mine said, “We’ve been using your
product for the past 12 months and we have had great results
in prolonging our tyre life in the harshest of underground
mining conditions.  It is the first time in our mines life where
we actually get the full life from some of our fleet of Hilux
tyres, our punctures have been reduced by half.  We have also
used your product in some of our heavy duty underground
equipment which has also seen an improvement in tyre life.
Tyre life is a critical part of operation and now we have a
product that will help to achieve full tyre life and extra
productivity due to less down time,”

www.air-sealproducts.com  

A major
solution for
tyre
management

www.hub-4.com/directory/41
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As bulk handling equipment suppliers continue
to make use of new and evolving technologies to
develop “smarter” conveyor systems, a leading
global manufacturer has introduced data
tracking with QR codes on its belt cleaners and
other components.  Customers benefit from
regularly-scheduled inspections by factory-
trained and MSHA-certified technicians,
providing operators with easy access to a
wealth of data on the application, operating
environment, service life and condition of
conveyor components, updated on every belt
cleaner maintenance visit.  By avoiding the
common “run it until it breaks” approach to
conveyor maintenance, a Martin Engineering
proprietary smart phone app gives technicians
and customers a tool that helps maximize
performance and service life -- while
minimizing carryback and spillage -- to improve
safety and reduce unscheduled downtime.  

Currently being implemented in select markets around the
world, the new tracking program captures a wide array of
information to create a detailed record on all components.
Date codes are imprinted on the blades during manufacture --
very important for urethane because it has a limited shelf life
-- and technicians also affix tags on existing equipment to
begin monitoring condition and recording observations.

Conceived as part of Martin Engineering’s factory-direct ‘Mr.
Blade’ program, technicians perform regularly-scheduled
inspections and adjustments, with an 18-point operational
assessment from head pulley to tail pulley and a report for
each visit.  The visual inspections include the condition of
pulleys, belts and idlers, as well as belt tracking, sealing,
support and containment.  This constant vigilance contributes
to greater safety, efficiency and dependability of the conveyor
systems, minimizing hazards and unplanned outages.

“Periodic reviews often reveal developing problems before
they become a failure, such as worn idlers, leaking seals or
excessive spillage,” explained Chris Schmelzer, Director of the
Wear Components Business Group for Martin Engineering.  

“The data tracking program will help us work with our
customers to make better-informed decisions about what
equipment to use in specific applications, more accurately
predicting the expected wear life,” said Schmelzer.  “The goal
is to help ensure that all components are properly serviced
and replaced during scheduled outages, before a major
breakdown occurs and stops production.”  

With the new tagging and capture ability, component data
can be recorded and analyzed in much greater detail than
ever before.  Every inspection a technician makes will be
logged in, along with operational factors such as the material
being handled, conveyor speed and remaining wear life, as
well as visual observations and other info.  The overall goal is
to deliver more effective control of bulk material, improving
predictive maintenance scheduling and contributing to a
lower total cost of ownership.  

The tagging program allows the company to maintain detailed
information about the product’s date of manufacture,
installation and service history, giving customers access to the
data through a smart phone or other device.  “Eventually we
will have enough data points to make more accurate
predictions about the performance and wear life of individual
blade designs and materials of construction under specific
operating conditions,” Schmelzer said.  “Defining average
wear life is extremely difficult because of the number of
variables, but having this information will allow us to compare
blade performance in similar applications and come up with a
range and standard deviation.”

Data tracking and analysis have been in use by manufacturers
of sophisticated equipment for several years, but the new
program developed by Martin Engineering is believed to be
the first of its kind for conveyor components.  The company
already has plans to expand the asset tagging program to its
air cannons and other equipment over time.

Conveyor systems tracking
technology: Data points for safer,
more dependable operation

www.hub-4.com/directory/534

Martin Engineering has introduced data tracking 
& analysis codes on conveyor belt cleaners.

Detailed tracking of
component history &
service provide data via
free custom smart
phone app.
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The simple and robust screen technology of the
BHS is also becoming more widespread in the
extraction segment. "Slowly, the market has
understood that we do not sell a toy - but
technology from practice for practice", reports
Florian Schmellenkamp, Head of Business
Development at BHS.

Since the end of May 2017, an SBR 2 has been in
operation for the screening of more than 1,000
tonnes of raw gravel daily in the gravel plant
Werschau, Germany. This pre-screening
protects the
stationary system
against larger stones,
which have previously
regularly forced the
production company to
interruptions. Jens
Ketter, plant manager of
the gravel plant, had to
complain about
production losses due to
damage in the turbo washer and
bucket lifter. After three months of
production with the SBR 2, he and his team are
able to make the biggest compliment to BHS: "The
SBR 2 was the best investment in 2017!"

Thus, the production process was extended by one
step with the pre-screening. Before the task in
the stationary plant, the raw gravel is loaded
with a CAT 966, the fine portion is taken up in
reverse and then placed in the stationary
plant. The sensor operation of the electrically
operated SBR 2 keeps the operating costs of

the sieving at an extremely low level of <0.25 € /
100 t. With an hourly output, including the travel
distances, of approx. 150 t, the SBR 2 offers

enough capacity to maintain the production process at full
capacity - without production downtime.

Video on youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ5TJQ896oE 

SBR 2 ensures sand production

www.hub-4.com/directory/7123

Feeding the SBR 2 with
a CAT 966 - since the

end of May in
continuous use

Sifted coarse unit - no more damage today

SBR2 
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Hundreds of dealers and customers attended the
recent Terex|Finlay 2017 Americas customer
open days in Baltimore, Maryland, on Thursday
5th and Friday 6th October, 2017.  The event
and product demonstration were hosted by
Reliable Asphalt at their Waugh Chapel hot-mix
facility on the outskirts of Baltimore. 

At the event Terex|Finlay unveiled three brand new mobile
crushers, each one being the first production units to reach
American shores; 

1. J-1160 jaw crusher

2. J-1170 (direct drive) jaw crusher

3. I-120RS impact crusher 

The TC-80 tracked conveyor was also demonstrated at a live
customer event for the first time in the Americas following its
introduction in early 2017. 

In total thirteen Terex|Finlay machines were on display in the
different working demonstration zones and static display
area. 

The onsite demonstrations featured eight Terex|Finlay
machines in three working demonstration zones and one
machine on static display. 

The full machine line and demonstrations were structured as
follows:

Demonstration 1

Featured the NEW I-140 impact crusher feeding into the
mammoth 893 heavy duty forward facing screen.

Demonstration 2

The headline act, incorporating the J-1170 jaw crusher, NEW
C-1540 cone crusher and NEW 674 inclined screen. 

Demonstration 3

Featured the mid-sized 873 heavy duty forward facing screen.

“It was a huge pleasure to welcome so many customers and
dealers to another successful Terex|Finlay Americas open day.

We’re customer-driven, we start by  listening to our customers
and then work backwards. This is our key focus and the
mantra that drives our business. To see our customers’
reaction and receive such positive feedback on our latest new
products is gratifying and a real testament to our new product
development and engineering teams who constantly deliver
world class products for the global marketplace”. Commented
Alan Blyth, Global Business Development and Sales Director.

To our hosts, Reliable Asphalt, “Thank you so much! Working
with you was a pleasure from start to finish, and we feel so
honored to have had access to such a great site.  Thank you
for making our open day, the success of the event was in
large part due to you guys and your committed colleagues!”

Additional details about the machines
introduced at the Open Day. 

NEW Terex Finlay J-1170 (direct drive) jaw
crusher 

The Terex Finlay J-1170 is an aggressive tracked primary jaw
crusher. The heartbeat of the machine is a robust direct driven
Terex jaw chamber which provides high capacity with large
reduction ratios. The jaw chamber configuration can be set up
specifically for quarrying applications or processing
construction demolition debris using the hydraulic release

TEREX|FINLAY “Rock” Baltimore
with a trio of crusher introductions
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chamber option. The J-1170 features a heavy duty variable
speed VGF and integrated prescreen giving excellent
production throughput in quarrying, mining, demolition and
recycling applications. 

Key features:

• Robust proven Terex 1100mm x 700mm jaw crusher for
high capacity and large reduction ratios in quarrying,
mining, demolition and recycling applications.

• Direct drive jaw chamber fitted with an unblock feature
that maximizes uptime.

• Optional hydraulic release chamber variant for demolition
and recycling applications.

• Hydraulically assisted closed side setting adjustment
minimizes downtime and offers quick adjustment.

NEW Terex Finlay J-1160 jaw crusher

The Terex Finlay J-1160 is a compact and aggressive tracked
mobile primary jaw crusher. Incorporating the Terex Jaques
JW40 jaw crusher a heavy duty VGF feeder and an integrated
prescreen system the new Terex Finlay J-1160 gives optimum
production in quarrying, mining, demolition and recycling
applications. Its compact size, quick set up times, ease of
transport and user friendly operational features make the
Finlay J-1160 ideal for all sized operators.

Key features:

• The robust high performance hydrostatic driven single
toggle jaw chamber provides high capacity with large
reduction ratio’s.

• Automatic variable speed VGF ensures continuous choke
feeding of the crushing chamber for optimal productivity.

• High powered hydrostatic drive ensures precise chamber
controls and reverse functionality for clearing blockages
and assisting in demolition and recycling applications.

• Fully hydraulic adjustable closed side setting minimises
downtime and offers quick adjustment.

NEW Terex Finlay I-120RS impact crusher

This new generation impact crusher with redefined style and
advanced technological design gives improved material flow
and production capabilities in quarrying, mining, demolition
and recycling applications. A key component of the machine is
the on-board innovative quick detach 3.66m x 1.53m (12’ x
5’) two deck screen.  For applications not requiring
recirculation of materials for further processing or stockpiling
the complete screening and recirculating system can be
quickly detached from the machine. 

TC-80 tracked conveyor

The TC-80 is a self-powered 80ft tracked stockpiler with
impressive features and conveying capacities. The intelligent
design allows the machine to be folded small enough to fit
inside a 40ft container and be shipped cost effectively
globally. The track in and out design lets operators simply
track the machine out and fold into working position and
start conveying material upon arrival on site. Hydraulic angle
adjustment and belt speed adjustment ensure optimum
performance in every application. A maximum discharge
height of 10.5m (34’ 6”) and capacities of up to 400tph
position the TC-80 as a leader in the industry.

For further details on the Terex Finlay product portfolio and
services please visit our website www.terexfinlay.com

Visit our page to view:  https://vimeo.com/user62210594 
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Asphalt Drum Mixers, Inc. offers the EX120
asphalt plant as a solution for producers who
need a portable counterflow plant that can
process high percentages of RAP. 

Featuring single-drum counterflow technology, the compact
120-tph EX Series plant meets all federal and state emission
regulations. 

“The EX120 combines the innovative counterflow technology
of our EX Series with the compactness and portability of our
SPL Series,” said Mike Devine, Asphalt Drum Mixers president.
“The result is a dependable asphalt plant that goes wherever
you need it to go while producing material at a low cost per
ton and delivering a high ROI.”

The EX120 boasts the longest aggregate drying and mixing
times in the industry, resulting in a low cost per ton. The unit
consistently produces quality asphalt to help protect plant
owners against out-of-spec damages. In addition, the plant is
capable of processing as much as 50 percent RAP.

Counterflow technology with separate drying and mixing
zones allows the EX120 to achieve maximum heat transfer
and fuel efficiency. The system virtually eliminates unsafe
carbon emissions that are a common problem with other
drum mix plants. ADM further reduces emissions by designing
the counterflow system to reintroduce gases back to the
drum’s combustion zone.

Similar to ADM’s SPL Series asphalt plants, engineers designed
the EX Series for smaller output and optimal transport. The

entire EX120 plant sits on one chassis for easy movement
from site to site. This makes it ideal for remote and
demanding locations worldwide. In addition, the portable
plant’s compact size and easy maneuverability greatly simplify
the process of obtaining an operating permit when compared
to stationary plants. This is because the EPA considers
portable plants to be temporary and stationary plants to be
permanent.

Plant capabilities are highly sophisticated, yet controls are
simple to operate. One plant operator and one loader operator
can control the EX120. ADM constructs each plant with
durability and low maintenance in mind, so on-site staff are
able to easily troubleshoot. In addition, the manufacturer
builds the EX120 primarily with readily available parts for
easy and cost-effective repair.

Customers choose from a full range of components to
customize the plant for their operation. ADM offers cold feed
bins, hot oil asphalt cement tanks (both horizontal and
vertical), direct-fired horizontal cement tanks, portable and
stationary baghouses, mineral filler systems, RAP systems, self-
erect and stationary silos, weigh and drag conveyors, weigh
batchers and fuel oil tanks.

In addition to the EX Series, ADM also offers its RoadBuilder,
SPL and MileMaker Series. Each ADM plant can be custom
designed to meet individual site and production requirements. 

ADM EX120 Asphalt Plant Offers
Counterflow Technology, Compact
Size and Easy Portability

www.hub-4.com/directory/11146

Asphalt Drum Mixers offers the EX120 asphalt plant as a solution for
producers who need a portable plant that meets modern emission

standards and is capable of processing high percentages of RAP.
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Invest for
long-term
success

The quality of transport infrastructure plays a critical role in the
success of a town, city, region or country. And the UK government
has made improving transport a key priority, not only to increase
our competitiveness, but also to ensure that wealth and opportunity
are spread across the country to build an economy that works for
everyone.
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In setting out a vision for the future in the Transport
Investment Strategy, the government is committed to getting
the best value out of the road network. This will include a
rigorous business case appraisal of candidate projects and
developing, as well as helping to facilitate, funding and
investment mechanisms to deliver the schemes.

Governments have always needed to focus on delivering
roads that meet the needs of users, but a greater drive
towards investment programmes that help create a balanced
economy lies at the heart of the Strategy. Its key aim is to
drive growth in towns and cities outside the capital. To
achieve this, we can expect to see different types of
institutional decision-making continue to take shape.

Already in May 2017, we saw elected mayors take up office at
six combined authority areas , which together account for a
total population of 9.5 million people - almost 20% of the
population in England. As leaders of these combined
authorities, the Mayors have greater freedoms and powers to
determine long-term transport policy. This should signal closer
collaboration between towns and cities, and serve as a
catalyst for joined-up thinking and approaches to road
investment. 

Indeed, the signs are positive. Even before the Transport
Investment Strategy was announced, several major local
authorities and combined authorities had identified roads as
their priority. 

In Manchester, a £100m budget was committed by the city
council in January 2017 to resurface key roads. The
programme aims to get roads to a good standard and keep
them there, and help support the city's future growth. 

Neighbouring Liverpool has also long recognised highways
infrastructure as a contributor to economic viability. By
accounting for the gross replacement cost of its highways
assets on its balance sheet - £6.5bn in its 2014 Highway Asset
Management Plan – the council has used the principles of
asset management and valuation to identify the true value of
the network, which in turn contributes towards prioritising
work and setting budgets. 

If we fast forward to 2017, the Liverpool City Region
combined authority has an ambitious ‘Transport Plan for
Growth’ programme in play. This provides a single strategic
framework and delivery plan for transport in a wider context.
It focuses on the role of transport in achieving strong and
sustainable economic growth by connecting people and
businesses to opportunities, reducing congestion and
increasing economic productivity. It’s a strong blueprint, no
doubt informed by accounting for its highways assets on the
balance sheet; for more than numbers they can drive
improvement, and provide an effective way to measure return
on investment (ROI). 

The latter has always been a critical dimension to highways’
infrastructure programmes, but arguably even more so today.
City leaders face a myriad of challenges while needing to
remain within the tax payers’ budget: increased traffic, a
greater number of heavy goods vehicles on the roads and
extreme weather conditions. This is where specialists like Shell
Bitumen can partner with councils and contractors to deliver
solutions, which are adapted to present and future needs. And
in this challenging environment, we believe that polymer-
modified bitumens (PMBs) will have an increased role to play
in keeping Britain moving.  Shell Bitumen developed the
world’s first in 1967. They are conventional bitumens which
are modified with carefully chosen polymers to improve the
properties of the asphalt mixture. PMBs are particularly

effective in helping to improve the resistance to deformation,
and provide better adhesion between bitumen and aggregate
than conventional bitumen. These are factors that are likely to
be important following the recent publication of the Value for
Money framework by the Department for Transport. Tone
down the Cariphalte sales pitch and good to go.

Published on 20 July 2017, the transport appraisal provides
transport analysts with a comprehensive, consistent and
robust approach for assessing the costs and impacts of
transport interventions. The aim of the assessment is to help
decision makers judge whether the expected costs of a
proposal are justified by its expected benefits to the UK
public, including both positive and negative impacts of the
proposal on the economy, society, environment, and public
accounts. It’s a welcome update, which builds on a framework
that is considered to be among the most developed in the
world, and it underlines the critical value that roads must play
in securing our growth and prosperity.

Dave Foster is UK Business Manager at Shell Bitumen.

The future of bitumen
Bitumen is a black viscous mixture of hydrocarbons, obtained
as the residue from petroleum distillation and is one of the
most widely used construction materials. Its first recorded use
was by the Sumerians in 3000 BC as a waterproofing and
bonding agent in a water tank at Mohenjo Daro in the Indus
Valley. Today, approximately 80 per cent of the global bitumen
market is used in asphalt for road construction and
maintenance; the rest goes into roofing and industrial
applications, such as waterproofing.

Bitumen is a complex material. The precise chemical
composition varies according to the source of the crude oil
from which bitumen originates, and the chemical modification
induced during the manufacturing process. There are over
2500 different sources of crude oils worldwide, but only
approximately 300 sources can be used to produce bitumen. 

Currently, more than 100 million tonnes of bitumen are
consumed every year. And volumes are expected to grow
significantly by 2020, driven by increased road construction
activities in the fast-growing markets of India and China, as
well as a resurgence of road maintenance in Europe and the
US. >
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Professor John Read - General Manager Technology for Shell
Specialities (Bitumen and Sulphur), takes up the story,
“However, set against increased demand there are significant
supply issues within the oil markets which have also been
extremely volatile in the past two years. With unpredictable
geopolitical tensions, they are likely to remain so in the
foreseeable future. These factors have both disrupted crude
supply and increased the competition for crude in the recent
past.”

“In parallel with these developments, refining is ever more
competitive and is evolving to meet changing energy needs,
for example new low sulphur shipping fuel specification
changes in 2020 are stimulating much investments in
conversion units which will see more residues upgraded into
distillates (diesel, jet) or gasoline i.e. molecules that are worth
considerably more to refineries than Fuel Oil, Bitumen,
residue.  At the same time, trade flows have shifted in line
with changes in supply and demand, notably eastwards,
making China and SE Asia the epicentres of new highly
complex refinery (mega refineries) growth. The struggle with
competiveness has seen more than 30 European bitumen
producing refineries ceasing production in the last 10 years;
Shell Bitumen estimate this to be between 8-9 million tonnes,
as a result bitumen must travel longer distances, and will do
so even more in the future to meet growing demands.

Changes to the fuel oil pool could also help to replace some
of production lost within the last 10 years, but not all residues
can be made into bitumen, nor is it always in the right place.”

“To address these issues while retaining the flexibility to meet
increased bitumen demand, there is a greater requirement for
logistics and infrastructure to help develop more reliable
supply, and technological innovation to create more resilient
bitumens, which meet the needs of the future. Shell is
investing simultaneously in both areas.”

“Firstly, Shell Bitumen has underlined its commitment to
producing bitumen. To enable this, we have decided that it is
not feasible to do that in all locations. Therefore, we have
centred on ten of the group’s refinery network where we will
produce bitumen: covering Europe, SE Asia, South Africa,
South America and the United States. Secondly, we are
developing new ways to make bitumen using molecular
engineering.”

Current developments:

Currently, Shell Bitumen are developing new ways of using
atomic force microscopy to see chemical structures at the
molecular level within the bitumen. From this information and
other analytical techniques, they can model the structures. 

John continues, “For example, when we take the asphaltene
compounds of bitumen and rotate them in three dimensions,

we can now see it’s a structure made up of
parallel plates. Those parallel plates

are all joined by carbonal
chains. These chains control

ductility – how stretchable
or brittle your bitumen is.
The more entanglement of
the carbonal chains, the
more brittle your bitumen
is. If we can control and
break the carbonal chains,
and only leave enough
attached so that we still
have a structure, the plates
can now slide over each
other, allowing us to make
a ductile bitumen from
what was a brittle bitumen.
It’s something we could
never do before.” 
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Shell BITUMEN and DHL set a
new standard in transport
safety
Shell Bitumen has retrofitted an innovative collision avoidance
technology into its HGV fleet to improve transport safety with
the support of DHL, its long-term transport and logistics
partner. 

“The team decided to look into available aftermarket
technology, which is becoming widely available for the car
market. Although these systems had not been used on HGVs,
we were determined to find a solution that would provide the
alert functions to help improve driver reaction times and
attentiveness,” said John Doyle, Distribution Manager at Shell
Bitumen.

Thirty-six HGV ‘tractors’ within the Shell Bitumen fleet are
being retrofitted with Mobileye, a technology that will visually
and audibly warn Shell Bitumen drivers in time to make
necessary corrections to avoid potential collisions or lessen
the damage.

Shell Bitumen had run two pilot initiatives with DHL, which
operates its fleet - first on a Scania tractor, followed by a
Volvo tractor, over eight weeks. These were carried out by
instructors on its driver training trucks to put the technology
through its paces. 

The installation took place across all
older tractors, which do not feature the
latest generation AEBS (Automatic
Electronic Braking Systems). All new
tractors coming into the fleet have AEBS
as standard, which negates the need for
the collision avoidance technology.

In November 2016, the first of the 36
tractors were retrofitted with this
collision avoidance technology. In June
2017, the final Shell Bitumen tractor will
be fitted with the technology.

“All through the programme and
installation across the fleet we have had
very positive feedback from our drivers,
which has helped us to fine tune the
system. And while technology can never
be a complete solution nor a substitute
for AEBS, it is providing a major step
forward in our continuous journey in
road transport safety,” added John.

Phil Roe, Managing Director, Transport, Engineering &
Manufacturing, Energy & Chemicals, DHL Supply Chain added:
“The Shell / DHL fleet covers in excess of 6 million kilometres
per year and, with UK roads becoming inceasingly congested,
there are more and more potential distractions. We are always
looking for innovative ways to make every journey as safe as
possible for our drivers, other vehicles and vulnerable road
users. Mobileye is another step in the right direction on our
joint safety journey.”

Shell Bitumen operates a large fleet of tractors through DHL
to distribute bitumen throughout the UK. At any one time,
Shell Bitumen has a flexible fleet of up to 75 HGVs on the UK
road network.

Another focus:

Another focus for the Shell Bitumen R&D team lies in reducing
the most commonly identified deficiencies to be found in
bitumen. They have identified thirteen, which have impacts
ranging from poor adhesion and poor ductility through to
unpleasant smell. Currently, they can rectify more than half of
these thanks to their molecular engineering. This has led to a
range of specialist bitumen products coming onto the market.
Shell Bitufresh. Introduced in 2007, removes smell from the
bitumen, rather than simply masking it. This is done by
chemically converting the mercaptans - the smell generating
compounds within the bitumen - by attaching really, heavy
molecules from the Bitufresh to them. This makes the
mercaptans incredibly heavy and dense. As a result, they sink
to the bottom of the bitumen, preventing their release.

John, added, “Over the next 2-3 years, we expect to remedy
ten of the 13 bitumen make-up deficiencies. Our ambition is
to make these new bitumen make-up technologies available
for post-processing residue at depots rather than at refineries,
which will reduce costs and decrease supply bottlenecks. This
is a good example of innovation and commercialisation,
whose thanks we owe to the work of our scientists. The future
of bitumen is in good hands.”

Author - Professor John Read - General Manager Technology for Shell
Specialities (Bitumen and Sulphur)
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2017 has been an exceptionally busy year at
Vulcan HQ, as well as service & burner sales, the
Vulcan brand has been expanding on a global
scale with marketing tours, exhibition shows
and a high input of investment into product R&D
to achieve the latest innovative designs and
products in the industry.

Vulcans commitment to put innovation at the forefront is
shown with the development of our new testing facilities.  The
new facilities will allow R&D projects to flourish, providing
amenities for testing, research and bespoke projects for both
Vulcans technical department and their customers. With
completion in sight for spring 2018, we believe that this will
firmly put Vulcan at the cutting edge of future combustion
technology. Jonathan Gregory, Technical Design Engineer
states; “The new facilities will allow us to further our
development in combustion design & provide our customers
with fuel efficient solutions, enabling the industry to strive
towards its green targets quicker.”

With R&D in mind and after recent successful projects, Vulcan
are delighted to announce the launch of our latest products to
our existing range, the Vulcan Surface Burner, the Vulcan
Batch Burner and the Vulcan Eco-Mode Flame.

Each new product has been specifically designed with the
customers’ needs in mind. For instance, the Vulcan Surface
burner has new features such as a double skin combustion
box, enabling the heat to recirculate back into the burner
blower, this feature facilitates the increase of length to the
combustion zone which in turn increases production rates and

reduced fuel consumption.  Also, due to the combustion box
location, there is no impact from the material in the dryer
increasing product longevity so no expensive replacements!

The Vulcan Batch burner is a game changer to the industry, it
has a forced draft flame, so no reliance on the exhaust
vacuum, the batch burner also has a modulating flame feature
which provides control of the maximum fuel output, this will
provide huge fuel savings compared to the standard on/off
flame cycling to current batch burners in the market. The
design is compact with no linkages or levers which also
provides ease of maintenance. 

Finally, the Vulcan Eco-mode flame system, this is an optional
addition to the burner which provides a direct fuelled flame
that provides up to a 96% fuel reduction when the burner is
on an idle period, compared to the normal 0% main flame.
This can facilitate fuel savings of up to £4,500.00 per year
based on 1 hour’s tick over per week.  The Eco-mode flame
system will come standard in the Batch burner series and can
be an optional extra for all other burner series. 

Ian Lewis, Senior Engineer and Vulcan founder; “The new
Surface and Batch burner series performances are exceptional,
with burners already commissioned in the UK and North
America, Vulcan is setting the standard for efficiency and
quality on an International scale.

More projects are currently in the pipeline for 2018 but we
will keep them under RAPs for now…..

www.hub-4.com/directory/11981

Vulcan
Burners – at
the forefront
of innovation
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Highways England’s strategic road network has over 1,200km of concrete pavement throughout its
system, with the local authority network containing even more. Bridges, flyovers and other
concrete structures also require special consideration when asphalt surfacing is applied, due to
even greater movement from thermal and dynamic forces.  Overlaying these pavements with an
asphalt thin surface course improves ride quality, reduces noise and maintains a deteriorating
surface.  This combination of concrete and asphalt brings its own challenges. The overlay may
suffer from reflective cracking due to thermal expansion and contraction cycles in the underlying
concrete as well as the effects of traffic loading.  Any cracking in a pavement is undesirable, as
this leads to water ingress and ultimately a pavement failure.

One effective method to assess a materials resistance to these
thermally induced strains is the Texas Overlay Tester (TOT). The
TOT allows us to compare the performance of asphalt overlays
and their constituents in a controlled environment. It
simulates the effect of a temperature change, in a concrete
construction with set distance between joints in an
accelerated test. 

A sample, cut from a 150mm core, to dimensions
150x76x38mm creates a lozenge which is fixed to two base
plates with epoxy resin.  The sample is conditioned to
temperature for a minimum of two hours, then the machine

cycles a load on the sample, opening and closing the gap
between the two plates by 0.635mm returning to its start
position within 10 seconds.  The load taken to complete this
cycle is recorded and the cycle is repeated.  The test is
completed when either 1000 cycles have been completed or
the load needed to complete the cycle has been reduced by
93% from the initial load.  Once the test is completed the
sample is studied for visible cracks and the result is recorded.
The ASTM test is run at a standard 25°C, but an adjustment in
temperature can give us a greater understanding of the
material.

Reflecting on
Cracking 
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An initial assessment was performed at the Total Bitumen UK
Technical Centre using a sand asphalt design, comparing a
40/60 pen binder and Total Styrelf® eXtreme 100 to
demonstrate how a highly polymerised binder can contribute to
the resistance of reflective cracking. The conditioning and
testing was implemented at a reduced temperature of 10°C to
amplify the performance of the material.  On this limited
comparison the performance improvement is readily
demonstrated.  The 40/60 pen material reached the 93% load
reduction within an average of 76 cycles. There was a visible
crack on each sample and when the sample was removed from
the machine the two halves were easily separated. The Total
Styrelf® eXtreme 100, in contrast, ran the full 1000 cycles and
the final load reduction was an average of 76%, there were no
visible cracks and the sample remained intact when removed
from the machine.

The assessment is continuing on a standard thin surfacing
design comparing the performance of a range of different
polymeric binders at a variety of temperatures. Early indications
suggest this innovative protocol is very useful to understand
the behaviour of the asphalt materials under these varying
conditions. The TOT protocol is being developed by Total
Bitumen into a powerfully convincing benchmarking tool
discriminating between asphalt designs and bitumen
specifications, being particularly useful in optimizing the
performance of SAMI layers.    It also illustrates that even
though the bitumen forms only a relatively small part of the
asphalt, a generic specification of “polymer modified bitumen”

or PMB is
completely
inadequate; as the
performance of
the different
grades are very
different in the
same asphalt
design.

Author: Rebecca
Haigh - Asphalt
Manager - Total
UK Ltd.

Rebecca Haigh
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Rapid International Ltd (County Armagh,
Northern Ireland) has supplied Collier Group
(Fife, Scotland) with its first bespoke concrete
batching plant, which signified the Group’s
entrance into the readymix and precast concrete
industry. The batching plant was installed at
the company’s Goathill Quarry in Fife, Scotland.

Established in 2000, Collier Group is comprised of Collier
Haulage and Collier Quarrying and Recycling. The Group
occupies an enviable location in Fife, Scotland, with excellent
motorway links to Edinburgh and the central belt via the
M90, M8 & M9. The company’s business activities include, the
processing of inert rubble, muck and soil from building sites,
transportation of ash from local power stations, production of
type 1 sub base, rock armour, single size aggregates
(including high PSV) and manufactured concrete sand from
the washing plant. In 2015, the Group began to explore the
option of adding value to their existing aggregates offering by
entering the concrete industry and later the decision was
reached to begin production of ready mixed concrete, blocks
and agricultural wall panels. 

To facilitate this transition into the concrete industry, Collier
Group reached out to mixing technology experts, Rapid
International Ltd, for a bespoke concrete batching plant
solution. 

Mr Duncan Collier, Managing Director- Collier Group, justified
the Group’s rationale for selecting Rapid, “Our key reasons for
selecting Rapid International Ltd for a static concrete plant
were their willingness to be involved with our vision of a one-
off bespoke plant and their ability to fabricate the bins, silos
and mixer in-house and to our specifications.” 

Collier Group’s bespoke concrete batching plant is built on a
slope, five 4-metre wide 80 tonne capacity aggregate bins,
and three 160 tonne capacity silos, (two of which are divided
in two) are accessed from the upper ground level, along with
filler hoses to fill the four 2500 litre admixture tanks, which
are located in the mixer building.

The aggregates fall onto a 23-metre long horizontal weigh-
belt, which feeds directly into the Rapid planetary mixer,
producing outputs of 80m³ of concrete per hour. This is the
only conveyor belt used in the entire plant as the bins can be
filled directly by loading shovel, dump truck or tipper. 

The batch control cabin with computer controls from Pneutrol
Ltd, truck mixer loading point and wet hopper are all located
on the lower yard level of the plant. This is where the blocks
and precast are made, inside or outside depending on
weather conditions. 

This makes vehicle management and material supply easier to
control.

Duncan Collier commented on the success of the Rapid
bespoke concrete batching plant “It has been two years since
the first concrete has been produced at Goathill, and the
response, production, support and spare parts have all been
'Rapid'!”

Rapid’s design and production engineers provide a full-service
concrete batching plant design and manufacture package,
completely undertaken in-house. This service is entirely
bespoke, to meet the requirements of the customer, with a
wide range of concrete batching plant and continuous mixing
plant solutions available, featuring outputs from 20m3 to
200m3 per hour. Each bespoke concrete batching plant
features a Rapid pan, planetary or twin-shaft mixer. Rapid
concrete mixers are robust and hard-wearing, feature high
capacities, have easy access for maintenance and cleaning
and boast a unique mixing action, ensuring fully-homogenised
concrete.

Rapid provide bespoke concrete batching plants for a wide
variety of specialist applications, including, but not limited to:
ready-mixed, concrete, precast concrete products, soil or
aggregate recycling, bulk material handling, glass production,
RCC, CTB, mine backfill, paving quality concrete, coldmix –
foamed bitumen emulsion and bentonite landfill sealing.

Rapid International Ltd.’s
Bespoke Mixing Technology
Facilitates Collier Group’s
Entrance into Concrete Industry
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Rapid’s design team use the latest 3D modelling software to develop a
bespoke plant to suit the customer’s site, budget and application. At every
stage of the process, the customer’s feedback carefully shapes and is central
to the plant design. Rapid ensure that feedback is heard and acted upon, at
all times. 

Rapid has delivered and commissioned bespoke concrete batching plants
and continuous concrete mixing plants in a wide range of locations
throughout the world including, but not limited to, the UK, Ireland,
Russia, Belgium and West Africa. Rapid’s aftersales support is
available via a network of international dealer partners and includes
fast-track in-house manufactured spare parts. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/5066
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Express
Concrete sets
up new
business with
Liebherr
concrete truck
mixers
• Express Concrete Ltd is a newly-

formed ready mixed concrete
business in the London area

• The company has purchased eight
HTM 804 truck mixers from
Liebherr for its plant in Barking

• Two further plants are in the
pipeline with eight further truck
mixers on order from Liebherr
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New business Express Concrete Ltd has
purchased eight HTM 804 truck mixers from
Liebherr to partner with Mercedes-Benz chassis
for the ready mixed concrete operation at its
first plant, which is based in Barking. The
company now has planning applications in
process for plants in Erith and Wimbledon with
an additional eight Liebherr and Mercedes-Benz
combinations on order.

The market for ready mixed concrete in and around the
London area has been at a recent high with major projects
such as Crossrail depending heavily on its supply. Although
there are a number of regional and national suppliers serving
the area, Chris and Derek Casey along with other experienced
colleagues saw the opportunity to start their own operation.
They set up Express Concrete Ltd with a determination to
provide a first-class service and a quality assured product at a
competitive price.

Launching a ready mixed concrete business is not an
overnight undertaking but with land purchased and planning
permission obtained, Express Concrete acquired a fast
loading, state-of-the-art batching plant and then set about
sourcing the right truck mixers to make deliveries across
London.

Deciding on which truck mixer to use was straightforward for
Express Concrete: ‘The choice was an easy one as far as we
were concerned,’ explained Chris Casey and fellow director
Gary Power. ‘We have had past experience of the Liebherr
drums and they are by far the best on the market.’ The chassis

choice was also easy for the new company’s directors with
Mercedes-Benz Arocs 8x4 heavy-duty versions selected.

Express Concrete has now taken delivery of a total of eight
Liebherr / Mercedes-Benz combinations. The eight Liebherr
HTM 804 drums have been chosen for their excellent build
quality. The blades and wear protection strips are all
manufactured from highly wear-resistant LH 37 steel to give
the main components durability and guarantee a long service
life. An additional flat plate has been welded to the blades to
further enhance the mixing process and reduce wear on the
blades.

The low profile design of the drum and chassis combination
improves fuel consumption and its lower overall height makes
is ideal for some delivery locations. ‘We like the robustness
and well-laid-out design of the Liebherr drums. The rear
access ladder is easy to use and exceptionally sturdy with the
additional chute locations being well thought out too,’
commented Chris. The eight truck mixers have also been

specified with Liebherr’s Litronic®-EMC drum control
system, which allows the mixer controls to be operated

from a hand-held remote within the truck cab. The
system electronics are installed in a weathertight box
mounted away from potential damage with just a
simple lever situated at the rear of the drum. 

The manufacturing process for the Liebherr drums
has focused on designing fewer sharp edges in
order to prevent material build up and enable
faster and easier cleaning. Widely spaced rollers
ensure excellent support for the drum and thanks
to its integrated locking system, the drum can be
secured whilst being maintained. The directors
are not the only ones pleased with the Liebherr
truck mixers: the drivers are also very
impressed with the product, citing ease of use
and build quality.

Express Concrete’s first plant in Barking is
ideally situated adjacent to DB Cargo UK’s
multimodal London Eurohub and to reduce
both congestion in the area and the
company’s CO2 footprint all materials, with
the exception of cement, are delivered by rail.

This newly-formed company has just begun
delivery operations from its Barking depot but
is certainly not resting on its laurels: planning
applications are already in place for plants in
Erith and Wimbledon and an additional eight
Liebherr and Mercedes-Benz truck mixer
combinations are on order.www.hub-4.com/directory/504
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SUEZ UK Opens Aberdeen
Recycling Systems
BHS supplied systems process a combined 50-
tph of single stream and MSW 

SUEZ’s Recycling & Recovery UK Division
recently started-up two new systems located at
the Altens East Industrial Estate south of
Aberdeen, Scotland. The turnkey Single Stream
and Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) systems
provided by Bulk Handling Systems (BHS)
process 20-tonnes-per-hour (tph) and 30-tph,
respectively. Purchased and operated by SUEZ
on behalf of the Aberdeen City Council, the
materials recovery facility (MRF) will process
140,000-tonnes-per-year and increase the City’s
diversion by nearly 20 percent, saving an
estimated £5 million in annual landfill taxes.

The systems feature advanced recycling technology from BHS,
Nihot and National Recovery Technologies (NRT). The facility is
designed for high performance, featuring five BHS Tri-Disc
screens, six NRT optical sorters, and a Nihot Single Drum
Separator as the heart of the recovery process.  Knowing that
product quality is absolutely critical in today’s volatile
commodity markets, SUEZ invested in specialized technology
to ensure the end products are highly marketable.  For
example, a BHS Debris Roll Screen® breaks the incoming
glass and removes the 50mm fraction, which is processed
through a Nihot Single Drum Separator to remove light
contamination. The remaining glass-rich material passes
through an NRT ColorPlus™ optical sorter to remove the
remaining non-glass contamination, including paper and small
pieces of ceramic, stone and porcelain, to leave a clean glass
product. Paper purification is accomplished with NRT optical
sorters, where the recently updated ColorPlus-R removes
cardboard from the news stream and a SpydIR®-R recovers
flattened plastic from the mixed fiber stream. Designed to
comply with the Scottish Government’s Code of Practice on

Sampling and Reporting at Materials Recovery Facilities, the
systems features numerous belt scales to weigh inbound and
outbound materials and automated labeling of outbound
bales.

“The quality of our commodities is more important now than
it’s ever been,” said Tim Hughes, SUEZ Project Development
Manager. “The abundance of technology in our systems
ensures that we’re able to meet or exceed our customers’
specifications. BHS has been a great partner from design
onwards, as these systems surpass all of our throughput,
recovery, purity and uptime expectations. The City of Aberdeen
is in a great position to landfill significantly less while
contributing to the circular economy, and should be proud of
its Council for making its vision a reality.” 

“This MRF includes an abundance of new technology that is
producing products that have exceptional quality,” said BHS
CEO Steve Miller. “Employing NRT optical sorting on glass,
news and mixed paper really sets the Aberdeen plant up for
long term success with regards to product quality. The
recyclables leaving this facility are of the highest purity found
anywhere in the industry, which is a testament to SUEZ’s
commitment to excellence. We expect this MRF to be a top
performer for SUEZ for years to come.” 

In 2000, the Council awarded SUEZ a 25-year contract to
manage recycling, composting, treatment and disposal of the
household waste for the local authority’s now more than
228,000 residents. The £27 million project was developed to
meet the goals set out in the Aberdeen City Waste Strategy
and is in line with Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan, the latter of
which includes a 70% recycling target by 2025.  

www.hub-4.com/directory/15651
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with very minimal downtime. 

Matthew Hartley, Managing Director, DSM
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Successful European Roadshow
for Kiverco Density Separator
The Kiverco Compact Density Separator (DS150) impressed many people
throughout its travels around Europe recently. The machine, which is
also part of the popular Kiverco Compact range, took part in
demonstrations in Denmark and France, operating alongside various
other machines. 

Also known as a Windshifter, the Kiverco DS150 has been designed to
efficiently separate material into usable fractions, using the latest in
air separation technology. This model can be used on its own or as
part of the Kiverco Compact plant range. With its hydraulic jack leg
support system and wheeled site axle, it offers safe and rapid set up
and transport capability on or off-site. The quick set-up time, with
only basic tools, means it is ideal for various different projects.

It began its journey in Denmark, at a live show organised by Kiverco’s
dealer. The client took in a wealth of demolition waste and the
machines (including Telestack and Powerscreen models) got to work
in the large sand and gravel pit. The Kiverco DS150 worked alongside
a Powerscreen Warrior 600, processing contaminated hardcore waste
to produce clean hardcore product. 
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The machine then moved on to Lille, France where it worked
alongside a McCloskey R105 Screen processing mixed
Construction and Demolition waste. This demonstration,
organised by Kiverco’s dealer in Northern France, featured the
Kiverco Picking Station PS122, also from the Kiverco Compact
plant range. The clean mixed hardcore product recovered from
both the DS150 and PS122 will be used as a fill/sub base for
road construction. 

David Carlisle, Export Sales Manager says, “Clients were
impressed with the ability to ‘fine tune’ the settings on the
DS150.  This versatility allowed them to produce a clean
heavy fraction across a range of different input materials and
sizes.”

The final leg of its journey was in Marseille, France, where the client supplied
the most contaminated construction waste in order to challenge the Kiverco
DS150! The Kiverco dealer for southern France, put the machine to work
alongside both a Powerscreen Trakpactor 320 and a Warrior 1400. The Kiverco
DS150’s ability to produce clean hardcore product was clear to see – the end
result didn’t disappoint and the client was delighted with the final product.

For more information on the Kiverco DS150 and other products in the Kiverco
Compact range you can visit: www.kiverco.com 

www.hub-4.com/directory/15003
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CRS announce Wolf Eco Machinery
as new distributor in UK
CRS expand their UK Distribution network and
are pleased to announce Wolf Eco Machinery
have been appointed as their official distributor
to cover the Midlands and surrounding counties
for Recycling Requirements.  CRS selected Wolf
Eco due to their extensive knowledge of the
Recycling Industry, dedicated customer care
and outstanding reputation in the UK.

Wolf Eco is a specialist provider of materials processing
equipment for the waste recycling industry, mobile screening
and materials handling. With over 30 years’ experience in the
Recycling Industry they have the knowledge and expertise to
offer a wide range of waste recycling systems. Wolf Eco offer
durable solutions, a strong back up and spare parts service
from their fully trained team of service engineers ensuring a
fast and comprehensive service to their customers to ensure
downtime is always kept to a minimum.

Company MD, Brian Bell commented “I am delighted to be
working with CRS and the people within the company.  I see a
very strong future for the Recycling market in the UK and
believe CRS are at the forefront of Recycling and therefore we
look forward to working with them”

The CRS team of technical experts and experienced engineers
are looking forward to working closely with Wolf Eco to
develop bespoke waste solutions and complete installations.

Sean Conlon, MD of CRS commented “The UK is a key market

for us and we are delighted to work in Partnership with Brian
and his experienced team to develop it even further.  Their
sales team have a strong customer network, knowledge and
experience in the recycling industry so they can offer
customers expertise alongside our wide range of recycling
equipment from our Mobile Range including   Picking
Stations, Fines Recovery System, Air Separation to Complete
Static Waste Recycling Solutions”

To find out more or to discuss specific recycling requirements,
contact us at marketing@crsni.com / Tel 028 807 60496 or
visit our website which provides an overview of the full
product offering at www.crsni.com

www.hub-4.com/directory/12773
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Tudor Griffiths acquires Steelweld
Strobe ECS 1500 All-Metal
Separator from Matpro Machinery
Tudor Griffiths, one of the UK’s leading
independent supplier of construction and
building supplies, ready-mixed concrete and
waste management solutions has purchased the
industry’s latest mobile all metal separator, the
Steelweld Strobe ECS 1500, for its business
units TG Aggregates and TG Waste.  

Exclusively sold in the UK by leading materials processing
equipment distributor Matpro Machinery, the state-of-the-art
mobile all metal separator will process a variety of recycled
materials at its recycling facility in Ellesmere, Shropshire;
serving to produce both metal-free secondary aggregates and
metal-free shredded wood for use in biomass.

As part of the procurement process, several metal separators
were trialled at TG and the Strobe was identified as the most
practical for the operation requirement for a variety of
reasons.    

John Pugh, Waste Manager at Tudor Griffiths Ellesmere
commented; “Not only were we impressed by the machine’s
capabilities in terms of metal recovery, we were also
impressed by the machine’s ease of mobility and conveyor
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configuration; the latter avoiding material contamination in
processed stockpiles. Another big plus was the on-board
compressor and its ability to easily clean down the machine
and generator after use, which is vital in a dusty environment
such as wood processing. The position of the generator further
ensures that dust levels entering critical areas are controlled.”  

Mike Symons, Sales Manager at Matpro Machinery
commented; “We are happy to have satisfied Tudor Griffiths
requirements for a reliable and mobile, all metal separator.
The strobe really is the best in its class, and its ability to
consistently to process material with minimal downtime is
guaranteed.  Having hired from our sister company CRJ
Services for many years, it is also a great indication of the
longstanding trust Tudor Griffiths have in our entire
organisation and our ability to deliver quality products that
we ensure to continually support.”

To find out more about the Strobe ECS 1500 please visit our
website at www.matpro.co.uk or call 01565 723886. 

About Tudor Griffiths: 

The Tudor Griffiths Group is one of the UK’s leading
independent businesses in the supply of constriction materials
and building supplies, ready-mixed concrete, skip hire, waste
management and recycling. Running for over 140 years, it is
still managed by the ‘Griffiths’ Family to this day, which
includes current Chairman, Mr Billy Griffiths, and Managing
Director, Tudor Griffiths.

About Matpro: 

Matpro is one of the UK’s leading materials processing
equipment suppliers. As dealers for world renowned OEM
brands such as; Anaconda Equipment, Haas, Nihot, Steelweld
& Weima; we sell an extensive range of NEW and USED
equipment including; industrial wood shredders, industrial
waste shredders, screeners, trommels, eddy current separators,
air separators and conveyor systems. In collaboration with our
sister company CRJ Services, we also uphold a market-leading
spare parts facility with an inventory valuing over £1,000,000.

www.hub-4.com/directory/8662
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THE RANGE

www.molsongroup.co.uk
E: info@molsongroup.co.uk

tEL: +44 (0) 1179 820 123     fAX: +44 (0) 8450 179516

Bristol OFFICE: 
Molson, Smoke Lane, 

Avonmouth, 
Bristol BS11 0YA

Warrington OFFICE: 
Molson, AthlONe Road, 

Warrington 
WA2 8JJ

AUTHORISED DEALER

SLOW SPEED SHREDDER TDS 820

• Weight (Kg) 27500
• Rotor Dimensions (mm)  (dia) 700 x (w) 2000
• Engine Scania DC13

MEDIUM SPEED SHREDDER TDS V20

• Weight (Kg) 37000
• Rotor Dimensions (mm)  (dia) 630 x (w) 2000
• Engine Scania DC13 493 HP

HIGH SPEED SHREDDER TBG 620

• Infeed Dimensions (mm)  (h) 850 x (w) 1530
• Rotor Dimensions (mm)  (dia) 1040 x (w) 1530
• Engine John Deere 425 HP

HIGH SPEED SHREDDER TBG 625

• Infeed Dimensions (mm)  (h) 850 x (w) 1540
• Rotor Dimensions (mm) (dia) 1040 x (w) 1530
• Engine  Scania 650 HP

WINDROW TURNER TWT500

• Operating Weight (Kg) 10000
• Length (mm) 3650
• Width (mm) 2550
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Two additional Eriez Separators
for Re-Gen Waste Ltd
Both the economic and environmental benefits
of the recycling industry have proven
significantly important in meeting todays
economy’s resources demand and diverting
waste from landfill.

Increased demands for efficient recycling has resulted in
plants such as Re-Gen Waste Ltd based in Newry, Northern
Ireland to be processing over 140,000 tonnes per year of
MDR, in a 24-7 operation.  To ensure Re-Gen’s continuous
success, earlier this year a two million pound expansion was
carried out as part of a nine million pound wider investment,
including the upgrade of Re-Gen’s MDR (Mixed Dry Recycling)
and paper recycling lines. As part of the expansion Re-Gen
required maximum ferrous and non-ferrous metal recovery
from the two upgraded waste streams. 

In order to improve metal recovery Re-Gen tasked Eriez
Europe with selecting magnetic separators suitable for the
required metal recovery. Subsequently two identical 2000mm
wide ST22-80 Eddy Current Separators (ECS) were supplied
and installed on the MDR and paper recycling lines in addition
to the existing ST22-80 ECS on the MSW (Mixed Solid Waste)
processing line installed in 2015.

The two ECS units include Eriez OBM Vibratory Feeders to
maximise material spread across the full width of the ECS
units, allowing for optimal separation performance. On both
waste streams the ECS units are removing valuable Aluminium
from material such as paper, plastic and film at throughputs
up to 30TPH. 

In addition to the non-ferrous separation solutions provided
by Eriez Europe, a CP20/120 Overband Magnet was installed
to recover profitable ferrous metal, as well as providing
protection for the ECS units downstream. 

The high levels of metal separation from the new Eriez ECS
units have contributed to Re-Gen reducing overall
contamination. In addition to providing higher quality waste
material and increasing profitable aluminium recovery by 2%. 

Re-Gen Waste’s Mechanical Engineer, Louth McMahon
comments, “Recent changes in the market prompted Re-Gen
to identify areas for improvement in our MDR and paper
processing lines. Eriez Europe assessed our requirements and
supplied two new ECS systems which are proving very
effective in reducing our metal contamination and improving
the quality of our recycled materials. 

Gareth Meese, Sales Director at Eriez Europe commented…
“The recycling industry continues to be a key area of focus for
Eriez Europe; through the development of our separation
technologies we have added significant value to our
customers processing requirements…The most recent
investments at Re-Gen Waste show their dedication to
achieving the highest quality of recycled products for their
customers. Eriez Europe are pleased to see the vast
improvements to Re-Gen’s metal contamination reduction
from the new ECS units. We look forward to working with Re-
Gen in the future.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/280
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The thirty-year-old family run
recycling business has had a long
association operating Volvo
loading shovels besides operating
an extensive fleet of Volvo road
going lorries, totaling 42 for its
waste skip service and bulk
haulage division. “The Volvo L150
is the optimum size of loading
shovel for our recycling operations
based here at Warnham, Gatwick
and Storrington and we now
operate two F-models a G and
two H-variants with another on

order for the start of next year,” explains co-director, Ray Foss
Jnr. “Overall, the productivity of the machines, particularly the
F-series and the recent H-model, has been particularly good.
Our operators really appreciate the cab comfort and the
responsiveness of the machines’ controls. We specify the
machines with the long boom option which means they are
able to load high-sided bulkers and tamp material down to
optimize each load that goes to landfill,” he continues.

And testament to the quality and reliability of the resident
loading shovels is one of the company’s L150F loading
shovels purchase nine years ago. “This particular machine has
clocked up 17,850 hours on the original powertrain
components and apart from regular servicing, we’ve not had
to put a spanner on it in all this time,” says Ray.

The latest addition to the fleet is a Volvo L150H equipped
with long boom option and a heavy-duty direct mount 7.0m³
high-tip bucket which has been supplied by Ulrich
Attachments Ltd. The machine benefits from Volvo designed
and manufactured driveline components designed to offer
considerable fuel savings every shift with a 13-litre 300hp
Volvo stage-IV engine. One of the key features is that a
maximum torque of 1,317Nm is achieved at just 1,450rpm
and the resultant fuel savings are further enhanced by the
Volvo Eco-pedal, encouraging the operator to run the machine
at its optimum rpm in the engine’s torque. The L150H supplied
to Britaniacrest has been further enhanced by the addition of
L5 wheels and tyres and a heavy-duty oil bath air pre-cleaner
to protect the air intake to the engine when working in dusty
conditions. Thus configured, the machine offers a practical
load over height of 4.34m and a generous full turn tipping
load of 14 tonnes.

“With the large capacity high-tip bucket, the machine is
proving to be ultra-efficient in turning around high-sided
bulkers in a short period of time, which is crucial as our
production output increases,” says Ray Foss.

Increased production = an increase in
Volvo loading shovels at Britaniacrest
Recycling

www.hub-4.com Nov 2017 - Issue 47 | p79 |

Britaniacrest Recycling Ltd of Hookwood, Surrey has recently added a Volvo
L150H to its plant fleet with a second machine on order for the New Year as it
ramps up production at its recently acquired transfer station at Warnham on
the outskirts of Horsham, West Sussex.

www.hub-4.com/directory/876

Britaniniacrest’s new Volvo L150H and FH750 & walking floor trailer

SMT GB’s Dale Nicoll hands
over to co-director, Ray Foss
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Local MP Opens New
Fortress Recycling
Facility
The MP for Leamington Spa
and Warwick, Matt Western
has formally opened Fortress
Waste’s new state of the art,
Dry Mixed Recyclables,
(DMR) waste recycling plant,
which was designed and
supplied by Blue Southern.
Most impressively, the plant,
which cost in excess of £4.5
million, has been constructed
within a building measuring
just 730sq. metres and 6.5m
high,  

Fortress were looking to reduce the
amount of waste they were sending
to landfill and recover more of the
material for recycling from the DMR
collected from the many commercial
businesses they service.  Current
landfill charges were having a
significant impact on the business due
to the fact that Fortress are handling
around 22,500 tonnes of DMR waste
per annum.

The main objective of the plant was to
reduce the amount going to landfill by
around 50%, resulting in immediate,
and considerable savings in landfill
charges.  Utilising the technology
proposed by Design Engineer at Blue
Southern, Tom Rutherford, the plant is
already achieving 98% purity on
cardboard and paper.  At this level,
the business is able to sell the 9,900
tonnes of paper and card they take in
at a premium price, and therefore
generate a significant income from
the waste. Something they were not
doing previously.  

The process begins with a Fuchs MHL
250 material handler feeding a
specifically chosen Untha XR3000
shredder, processing at 30tph.  The
shredder has a defined cutting action,
taking the material down to a very
precise particle size and making it
ideal for the optical sorters
incorporated within the plant.
Although the capacity of the plant can
increase, initially Fortress are looking
to run the plant at around 9 tonnes
per hour, 10 hours per day and for 5
days per week.  This means the
shredder must initially feed a 80m3
dosing bunker via one of the many
Westeria conveyors which make up
the backbone of the plant.  This
allows the shredder to only operate at

certain times, maximising running
efficiency and permitting for
maintenance on the shredder without
effecting the running of the plant.

From the dosing bunker the material
is fed into a Hartner Ballistic
Separator, which separates the 2D and
3D material whilst also extracting the
<50mm files from the waste steam
via perforations in the paddles.  All
the ferrous is removed from this
<50mm, before it is deposited into
one of the seven moving floor bunkers
within the plant.  

The 3D material falls back from the
ballistic separator with any ferrous
and non-ferrous extracted via an
overband magnet and eddy current
separator.  This particular stream then
moves to one of the three Tomra
Optical Sorters integrated within the
plant, which extracts the plastic
bottles for recycling to leave a
remaining RDF material.  This 4,750
tonnes of RDF makes up for around
21% of the total amount of waste
processed and will equate to a cost
saving of around £30 per tonne
compared with landfill charges,
following its separation from the rest
of the waste.

The 2D material taken from the
Ballistic Separator moves directly to a
DiscSpreader® material distribution
system made by Westeria®.  This
Patented system ensures perfect,
reliable material distribution across a
2800mm wide acceleration belt for a
further optical sorter.  Due to the
requirement of 98% purity for the
paper and card, this particular sorter
will positively sort this waste stream,
even though paper and card makes up
70% of the total 2D material feeding
into this component of the plant.
Overall with the other two optical
sorters in the plant, 16,000 litres of
air will be required for the plant to
function effectively, with the pressure
in the manifold bar being between
8.5br and 10br at all times.  

The paper and cardboard extracted
moves forward to its specific 50m3
moving floor bunker, while the
remaining 2D material moves through
a second optical sorter to separate
and film from the remaining residual
material.  
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Each of the seven materials separated,
being paper/card, ferrous, film, plastic
bottles and non-ferrous, as well as
residual and fines are quality checked
before the material enters its respective
bunker.  This is because purity of the final
material is critical in achieving the
plant’s objectives set by Fortress. Another
key aim of the plant was for it to include
a high level of automation, freeing up
labour for alternative tasks across the
site.  One such example can be found
within the bunkers, which have built in
weigh cells.  Once the cells indicate there
is sufficient material for a bale, the
bunker automatically opens, taking
precisely enough material to the
Marathon 2R250 baler, which in turn
feeds a cross wrap direct with steel tie.
Alternatively, should the material not
require baling, the Westeria conveyor
feeding the baler is bi-directional
meaning the waste stream they can
bypass the baler and go direct to lorry.
Overall the system is looking to produce
around 80 bales of the various materials
each day.

Commenting on the plant Blue Group’s
Tom Rutherford said, ‘After listening to
the customers objectives we knew it was
going to be a challenge to meet those
aims in such a compact space.  Our
experience however has allowed us to
create a highly automated plant, utilising
almost every inch of the site which will
recover numerous materials to a very
high purity level.’

Fortress Managing Director David Pass,
also highlighted, ‘We have invested
heavily in this plant which incorporates
the very latest technologies to ensure we
are the forefront of waste recycling in
the UK.  Not only will the plant reduce
our costs but also generate significant
income via the recovered materials,
meaning the costs of the plant will be
recuperated in a very short period of
time”.

Matt Western, Local MP, also commented
“It’s terrific news to see such a
significant and positive investment in
Warwick and Leamington and I welcome
the contribution this will make to the
local area. Investing in the future of
recycling is vital to our future
environmental and economic aims. As we
look to create a circular economy where
we recycle and reuse the waste we
generate, it is exceptionally pleasing to
see private companies such as Fortress
invest in technology that will help us
achieve our recycling objectives.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/2260
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Mobile equipment for every
application from Terex Ecotec
A global leader in the wood processing, biomass
and recycling industries, Terex Ecotec has
developed a world class range of mobile
equipment that will shape the industry for years
to come.   

One of the most comprehensive in the market place today, the
product portfolio includes Slow, Medium and High Speed
Shredders, Recycling and Trommel Screens, Waste Handlers,
Windrow Turner and Tracked Conveyors, and has seen Terex
Ecotec partner with proven industry leading technology.  The
truly unique TDS V20 medium speed shredder, an industry
first, is the result of a partnership with German shredder
manufacturer Vecoplan.  This double shaft machine with shaft
speeds of up to 168rpm and a highly accurate cutting action
creates minimal fines, while replaceable sizing screens control
the maximum size of the product generated. The intelligent
tramp material protection system gives operators the
necessary confidence when unsuspected contaminates appear
in the feed material. The combination of these unique features
has helped launch this machine to the market place with
great results.

Manufactured in the state of the art production facilities at
Farlough Road, Dungannon, the range of innovative machines

available provide efficient production, low operational costs
and ease of maintenance, end users are sure to find the
correct machine for application.

A world class dealer distribution network provide the sales
and aftermarket service demanded for in the market place,
giving customers the support required to maximise production
and minimize downtime.

To learn more about Terex Ecotec’s complete product range
and to find your local dealer visit www.terex.com/ecotec 

www.hub-4.com/directory/17072

ECS TO RECOVER 
NON-FERROUS 

METALS

MAGNETIC DRUM 
TO RECOVER 

FERROUS METALS

VIBRATORY FEEDER TO 
CONTROL MATERIAL FEED

WWW.ERIEZ.COM

ERIEZ MAGNETICS EUROPE LIMITED
Greenway, Bedwas House Industrial Estate, Bedwas, Caerphilly, CF83 8YG, UK
T: +44 (0)29 2086 8501   |   E: info@eriezeurope.co.uk

ALL METALS RECOVERY
One complete solution for ferrous and non-ferrous separation
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Benfleet waste no time
Essex waste management
and skip hire firm Benfleet
Waste has extended its fleet
of machines with the
introduction of a new
Hyundai wheel loader and
an excavator.

It has taken a Hyundai HL940 wheel
loader and a R125LCR-9A crawler for
use at its depots around Essex.

Area sales manager Stuart Butler
worked with the Benfleet Waste
team to focus exactly om their
requirements and work out what
machines would offer the best value
for money.

“Benfleet Waste is an existing Molson customer and has had
Hyundai machines from us before so the team there know
exactly what they are dealing with. The wheel loader and the
crawler will be working inside within the covered waste hall
and are well suited to that environment. It can get very hot
and dusty in that environment and so ease of maintenance
and cab comfort is very important. These two machines score
well on both those points,” says Stuart.

The Hyundai HL 940 has an operating weight of 13.1tonnes
and is powered by a Cummins QSB6.7 Tier 4 compliant diesel
engine which delivers a maximum torque of
86Kg.m/1200rpm.

With a heaped bucket capacity of 2.3cu m and a bucket
breakout force of 11.25tonnes it boasts a maximum straight
tipping load of 10tonnes with an overall width with bucket of

2.6m, overall length of 7.43m,
overall height 5.25m and a
maximum dumping clearance of
2.78m.

With more powerful performance,
the HL940 wheel loader is 10% more
fuel-efficient than its predecessor
helping to maximize productivity and
demonstrating higher value in tough
environments.

The new Hyundai machines offer
operators provide more comfortable
cabin space for operators with their
low-vibration, low-noise, and
superior safety design. 

Its state-of-the-art noise reduction
technology means it delivers just 64dB of noise in the cab,
promising a better, more comfortable, healthier and more
effective working space for the operator.

“I am glad that we have been able to help Benfleet Waste
with sourcing the correct machines for their sites. They will
work perfectly for the team,” says Stuart.

Benfleet Waste delivers a total waste management solution
from waste collection through to recycling and safe disposal,
teamed with a professional, flexible service. It works with
home owners, building contractors and commercial
organisations to process industrial, commercial, household or
metal waste utilising its large fleet of skip loaders, grab
loaders, and roll-on/off skip loaders.
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Size and Style for every application

No one knows your machine like you, but being in business
since 1971, MST have over 45 years-worth knowledge and
experience behind them to help you choose the right parts to
keep your machines working at their best. Offering exclusive
systems from Combi and ITR, and as authorised suppliers of
ESCO systems they have the product range to match the
experience. From general purpose, forestry, demolition, rock
quarrying and more, MST have you covered with a wide range
of range of sizes, styles and fitments from stock to suit all
your application needs. 

Cost Effective Caterpillar Teeth

As well as being authorised dealers of ESCO and Combi
Systems, MST have a full range of direct replacement
Caterpillar teeth and are proud to be exclusive UK suppliers of
ITR teeth and Wear Parts.  With the range topping high quality
ESCO Max DRP tooth and a great range of ITR teeth, MST are
certain to have the product in the to suit your needs. The ITR
Classic design offers the perfect balance of great value and
performance for increased wear life in general purpose
applications.

Keep downtime to a minimum 

MST understand that time is money, and when you suffer a
broken tooth getting you up and running again as quick as
possible is just as important as the quality of the parts and
service on offer.  With a large selection of stock, several next
day delivery services available and the option to collect from
depots in Birmingham, Glasgow and Durham you can choose
the best way to get your parts quickly and easily.

Knowledge and Support

With such a wide range of teeth and wear parts only a call or
click away, MST offer free of charge site visits from skilled
local sales engineers and have an experienced internal sales
team at your disposal to help identify the right product for
you.  With several ways to get in touch by phoning 0191 410
5311, emailing sales@mstpartsgroup or the ability to buy 24/7
online at www.mstpartsgroup.com  MST offer the products,
flexibility and service to match the demands the industries day
to day challenges.

www.hub-4.com/directory/2334

The Bucket Dentists
MST Parts Group, a nationally contracted supplier to some of the UK’s biggest
companies, are fast becoming the ‘go to’ name for replacement wear parts for
thousands of customers in the UK and beyond. With over 15,000 bucket teeth supplied
in 2016, here’s why the next time your teeth need some attention, MST should be the
first choice for your replacement parts.

MST offer high quality ESCO Max DRP caterpillar
teeth from stock for tough applications

A wide range of styles
and sizes available from
stock
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Anyone who has walked barefoot into a child’s
room late at night will probably hate Lego
bricks. That aside, Lego has got to be one of the
best toys ever developed. It’s an open system
with which you can build whatever you want.
Lego took the simple wooden cube and turned it
into a building block of the imagination. It’s a
powerful thing for a child to realise that they
can think of something and then create it. One
wonders how many of today’s engineers have
started that way?

What goes around comes around. High on the moors in
Cumbria, near the border with North Yorkshire, building block
modelling has taken on a new relevance. Near the southern
portal of Risehill tunnel, on the Settle and Carlisle line, a
drainage problem has been rectified with the aid of those
pesky little bricks. Not literally, you understand, but they were
used in the development of an intricate concrete structure
built from – yes, that’s right – interlocking blocks. And it’s
pleasing to learn that the definitive Lego model was taken to
site as a source of reference!

Water everywhere

On the Settle and Carlisle railway, dealing with the problems
created by excess water has been ongoing since the line’s
inception. That’s what you get, of course, if you run a railway
through the high Pennines, but then climate change hasn’t
been helping much of late.

The Eden Brows landslip (issue 143, September 2016) is a
case in point. Indeed, the remedial drainage works at Risehill
have been completed, under a framework contract, by the
same company that is undertaking operations at Eden Brows
– Story Contracting.

Just south of Risehill tunnel, the railway is carried on an
embankment. A stream known as Cowgill Beck flows in a
large culvert built on the skew through the base of it. In this
vicinity, rainwater had been collecting which threatened to
destabilise the embankment. A three-pronged solution was
put in place to create a permanent solution to the surface
and ground water problems and then to strengthen and
protect the embankment.

Logistical challenges

The location is wild and remote, so before any of this work
could start it was necessary for Story Contracting to lay a 1.4-
mile haul road. Making partial use of an existing forestry
road, it traversed a plantation, known as Dodderham Moss,
from the so-called Coal Road near Dent station – the highest
station in England at 1,150 feet above sea level.

This unclassified public road is narrow and twisting, with very
steep gradients. Not for nothing is the approach from the
valley to Dent station called the Corkscrew! Even just getting
plant equipment and materials to the worksite therefore
presented difficulties, with all heavy vehicles having to
approach along the Coal Road from the direction of Garsdale.

The largest item of mobile plant – Story Contracting’s 22-
metre long reach excavator – had to be driven on its tracks
from Garsdale station, over three miles to the start of the
haul road. Over all this distance, the road surface required
protection from the vehicle’s tracks.

Staged approach

The work on site was divided into three phases. Starting in
the early summer of 2015 and continuing until December
2015, the ‘Dodderham’ drainage works mitigated surface
water and groundwater problems around the southern portal
of Risehill tunnel. Concurrently, the ‘Risehill Up Side’ drainage
scheme dealt with similar problems to the east of the tunnel

approach embankment. Extensive land drainage schemes
were installed, all emptying directly into Cowgill Beck.

Work recommenced in July 2016, under the title of ‘Dent
Embankment’. This third scheme, to be completed within just
a two-month time slot, commenced with the stabilisation of
the embankment at cess level over 62 metres on the Down
(western) side.

Stability here was achieved by means of a ‘Kingpost
Retention Wall’. This involved driving hollow 339mm diameter
steel piles, installed at two metre centres and reaching a
depth of seven metres. The piles were filled with site-won
aggregate, with the top 1.5 metres being capped with
concrete.

Cess retention was achieved by bolting 25mm thick vertical
steel road plates to the tops of the piles. These are sunk to a
vertical depth of 1.25 metres. The piles were also used as the
anchor points for a continuous handrail.

Slump

Important as this work was, the main action was to occur at
the foot of the embankment. The slumping of the cess and
problems with track alignment were symptomatic of
movements occurring due to instability at the toe, with
resultant slope failure. And the cause was easy to see –
scouring caused by the fast-flowing Cowgill Beck.

Reconstruction of the lower slope of the embankment was
required and, cleverly, the planned mitigation was linked with
the construction of a complex river weir. When the river flows
in spate, this large concrete construction has been designed
to slow the stream flow around the base of the embankment.
Additionally, it incorporates a substantial retaining wall that
supports the repaired slope above and protects it from
erosion.

Kit built

The water flows through a channel-shaped revetment
structure that has increasing width, and which falls with four
distinct weir levels. Bevelled concrete protrusions from the
revetment are designed to impede the water flow. With
limitations on the size of vehicles hauling to the site, it
became clear at an early stage that the complex weir and
water channel would have to be constructed offsite and
assembled as a kit – enter the Lego set. Or to be more
accurate, enter LegatoTM.

The design work for the project was undertaken jointly by
Story Contracting and engineering consultant AECOM. With
the worksite being pretty much in the middle of nowhere and
sited within a deep ravine, in-situ concrete pours were ruled
out. The decision was therefore taken to use pre-cast concrete
interlocking blocks to construct the weir and retaining wall.
Elite Precast Concrete of Telford is a specialist in this field and
produces many ranges of interlocking blocks, troughs, anchor
blocks, barriers and posts. Its Legato range seemed ideal.

Scale

Is it a coincidence that the name sounds similar to those
smaller plastic blocks we know so well? Apparently, it is
derived from the Italian ‘legati’, meaning ‘joined together’.
Lego on the other hand is thought to come from the Danish
‘leg godt’, which means ‘play well’.

You can take your choice on that, but the name isn’t the only
feature of familiarity. The overall proportions and the concept
of male and female jointers mean that this product is like an
adult version of the kiddie’s Lego brick. There’s nothing toy-
like about them of course, weighing in at up to 2.5 tonnes
each and formed from high strength (50N/mm2) concrete.

Modelling the concept in Lego bricks sounds like a joke at

Building blocks
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first, but not so. With similar
proportions to the concrete version, it
made every sense. In fact, so useful
was the Lego model that it became a
three-dimensional source of reference
on site. It was also used as a briefing
tool.

By using the Legato product, AECOM
could design a weir and retaining
wall that is essentially self-
supporting. There are no tie-bars or
other fixing methods binding the
structure together. Wet concrete was
used to form the foundation, but
thereafter it was just a matter of
building up a kit of parts. Each block
has a lifting eye cast into it, making
the site work even easier. In total,
some 245 blocks were used on the
project.

Contained

The Dodderham drainage scheme had
involved extensive excavation. Rather
than transporting the won materials
off site, they were used to grade the
access to the Dent Embankment
scheme within the Network Rail
boundary. Although it was necessary
to transport blocks and materials into
the site, no excavated materials have
left it. In view of the narrow roads in
this area, this was an important
design consideration.

Building a weir in an active brook
isn’t the most straightforward of
projects. What happens to all that
water?!

The answer in this case was to over-
pump it. A ‘water retaining structure’
(a dam to you and me) was created
at the outflow from the embankment
culvert. Carrying out this scheme
during the high summer was an
obvious necessity, but even then,
things didn’t go to plan. With the
British weather being what it is, the
site bypass pumping was
overwhelmed on two occasions. Each
time, the resultant setbacks
amounted to about three or four days
of lost work.

Deflection

The embankment retaining wall is
substantially built, again using the
interlocking Legato block technique.
As well as supporting the
embankment, it acts as a water
deflector when the stream is in spate.
A porous pipe, wrapped in geotextile
material, runs behind this wall to
drain the embankment toe. It empties
into Cowgill Beck downstream of the
weir. The embankment toe behind the
retention wall, including the erosion
gully, was extensively excavated and
then re-graded with rockfill.

The entire three-part scheme was
costed in at £2.4 million. The isolated
nature of the worksite and the
difficulties presented by the terrain
and the weather has meant that
some lateral thinking was required.
The engineering solutions produced
by Story Contracting and AECOM are
a credit to both organisations.

Rhiannon Price, project manager for
Network Rail, said: “The work that
the team has carried out at Dent will
make sure that train services will be
able to run safely and more reliably
on a remote and iconic section of
railway for years to come. There were
several challenges that the team
faced in completing this, not least the
environment where the site was
located. The roads were narrow and
winding with some very steep
gradients. However, the staff
overcame these physical obstacles
and the result is quite impressive.”

She is not wrong!

When Story Contracting completes its
work at the Eden Brows landslip site
in March 2017, the Settle and Carlisle
line will be once again be a strategic
through route, and will be in its best
condition.
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LMC 301 controller
For reliable control of small, large or 
multi-system-type lubrication systems

•  Operates up to three different pumps for a total 
of nine zones

•  Provides flexibility when varying lubrication 
intervals or different types of grease are required

•  Functions effectively in diverse temperatures
•  Water-resistant container
•  UL/CSA/CE approved

T: 01295 256611
www.skf.com/lmc301

RUD Chains Ltd

Robust Conveyors

For Bulk Materials Handling  

•  BULKOS Conveyors Include: Scraper, Screw, Drag Chain Conveyors & Apron feeders  

•  Horizontal, Vertical & Inclined Bulk Handling Capabilities  

•  Robust & Wear Resistant Round Link Steel Chain  

•  Standard & Bespoke Conveyors, Bucket Elevators & Spare Parts Available On Request

•  Bulk Handling for Quarrying, Recycling, Construction, Cement, Power Stations, Mining & more 
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Loadscan’s innovative measurement solution
provides accuracy where it counts…

Load measurement and knowing your trucking factors are a
crucial part of understanding site production rates. Inaccurate
load measurement and load recording becomes a key factor
that seriously affects the ability of management to
understand and identify inefficiencies with trucking factors.

Loadscan’s load volume measurement system has a proven
track record and does not require constant re-calibration due
to operating in a harsh environment. Through the use of laser
scanning technology the Loadscan system features a non-
contact drive-through measurement instrument where
accuracy is not affected by wear and tear on sensors like
traditional weight based measurement systems. Loadscan will
produce accurate results every time and is quick and easy to
set up so trucks can be scanned without delay. 

The accuracy of the Loadscan system has been proven and
validated by a process of measuring solid artefacts of known
volume.  Through this test method the Loadscan systems have
a proven accuracy of +/- 1% or to the point of resolution
which is 0.1m3

Loadscan is the only truck volume measurement system that
can boast trade certification, allowing operators total
confidence in the truckload measurement data.

The Loadscan LVS systems are available in portable, semi-
portable and fixed gantry models to best suit the customer’s
application. The range of measurable load materials and truck
types has been extended. LVS devices are successfully
operated on a full spectrum of truck and trailer designs
including on-road truck and trailers, semi-trailers and centre-
dumpers, as well as off-road articulated dumpers and quarry
trucks. 

Get accurate volume
measurement for bulk materials

www.hub-4.com/directory/17810
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Raymond Brown Waste
Solutions (RBWS) has a
network of recovery and
recycling facilities across
South Central England.
We offer a market leading skip hire
and waste management service to
customers seeking exceptional
service and sustainable solutions.

Raymond Brown is currently
seeking to recruit both a
Commercial Manager
and a Process
Improvement Engineer
both based at our Andover site.

If you have the necessary skills for this role, please send your CV to
RBPersonnel@raymondbrown.co.uk by 15 December 2017. 

A talented Commercial Manager
is required to support our growth
plan. We are looking for an
ambitious individual to explore and
develop a wide range of commercial
opportunities and drive exceptional
customer experiences to maximise
value to both customer and RBWS.
Working with our Sales team and
reporting to the Sales Director, you
will need to demonstrate
commercial awareness along with
knowledge of the waste
management sector. Managing the
full sales team including Business
Development Managers and
transport co-ordinators.  Leading,
mentoring and developing a
customer focused and proactive
team.  Influencing, implementing
and delivering the sales strategy. In
collaboration with the Operations

Director and Site Managers develop
site improvement plans and support
the implementation of these plans

A Process Improvement
Engineer who will use their
experience of implementing lean
best practices (including process,
method and equipment) in order to
drive change and improve efficiency
of operational processes.  Identifying
best practice from both within and
outside the industry, analysing and
evaluating their benefits for the
Waste Solutions Division. Work with
Site Managers to monitor, and
where appropriate set up, key
performance indicators within the
site and use these to initiate and
measure improvement. Keep up to
date with process and technology
changes within the waste industry.
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FLEXIBILITY MEETS 
PRECISION.
THE NEW EVO SCREENING PLANTS

A WIRTGEN GROUP COMPANY

HIGH FLEXIBILITY AND FIRST CLASS SCREENING RESULTS.  The new MOBISCREEN MS EVO screening 
plants are characterised by high application versatility, excellent transport characteristics and fast set-up 
times. Precise results with a very wide variety of feed materials and low consumption are guaranteed – 
where flexibility meets precision. The efficient MS EVOs thus impress with top performance values across 
the board.

  www.kleemann.info

MOBILE SCREENING PLANTS 
MOBISCREEN EVO MS 702 | MS 703 | MS 952 | MS 953
MOBILE SCREENING PLANTS 
MOBISCREEN EVO MS 702 | MS 703 | MS 952 | MS 953

WIRTGEN LIMITED · T: 01522 889200 · sales.gb@wirtgen-group.com · www.wirtgen-group.com/gb
Rob Coward, Sales Manager (North) – T: 07766 477829 · Steve Fox, Sales Manager Central & South West – T: 07780 704944 
Aidan Gillic, Sales Manager London and South East – T: 07387 262195 · Keith Campbell, Sales Manager Scotland – T: 07387 262182
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